ES Planning Questionnaire Responses_501_600
Sr No.

Response No.

Participation Date

Q 1 What is your relationship to APS? You
may select more than one.

Q 2 What are the opportunities with the
Q 3 What are the challenges faced with the Q 4 What are the opportunities with the
above Representative Boundaries Scenario? above Representative Boundaries Scenario? above School Moves Proposal 1?

Q 5 What are the challenges faced with the Q 6 What are the opportunities with the
above School Moves Proposal 1?
above School Moves Proposal 2?

501

502

11/21/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am an
Arlington resident without school‐age
children

I like this plan. It will open up more seating
at ATS.

502

503

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

503

504

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

504

505

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Rosslyn area needs a neighborhood school.

505

506

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or ‐ Centralize the locations of option schools
High School Student in APS
to make them more accessible to students
on both ends of the county. ‐ Work to
diversify schools, particularly in North
Arlington.

‐ East/West lines are not preserved for
‐ Neighborhood school for Rosslyn. ‐
Current ATS building is a straight shot down Immersion.
Wilson for parents to access the school. ‐
There is a significant Latino population
on/off Wilson near Falls Church.

506

507

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The scenario presented looks bananas to
me. How were these zones concocted? Can
you not distribute the boundaries in a more
logical and equitable manner?

Unknown since there does not appear to be
a way to click on a map to locate your
house and how this proposal would affect
an individual family. Our daughter attends
McKinley and is affected under all
scenarios. Without this specific type of
information, it is difficult to understand the
various scenarios.

How does McKinley satisfy any of APS' own
criteria for determining good school option
School sites? It does not appear to. Please
be transparent about what factors are
going in to shaping these proposals. How
can anyone have faith that the numbers
from this year, are reliable for making
projections about what our seat
requirements will be 2 and 4 years from
now and that these proposals will meet
those requirements? please do the school
move and boundary redistricting at the
same time. Don't do poorly thought‐out
School moves now, and then be forced to
do even more painful School redistricting
later based on bad decisions made earlier.
Has anyone asked the folks at Key and 80s
and any other potentially affected option
programs if they would follow their
program to another location? Can we find
out from those parents how much the
geographic occasion of their option School
factors into their decision to be there?

Unknown since there does not appear to be
a way to click on a map to locate your
house and how this proposal would affect
an individual family. Our daughter attends
McKinley and is affected under all
scenarios. Without this specific type of
information, it is difficult to understand
how we are affected under the various
scenarios. We have heard that the
"Majority of McKinley students move to
Reed" actually equates to all McKinley
students move to Reed (unless you switch
to Arlington Traditional). We purchased our
house so we could walk our student to
school. While I understand that the School
Board has a lot to consider, it seems
unfairly disruptive to move students who
walk to their neighborhood school to now
ride a bus to school. This affects the quality
of life of our entire family, as well as our
property values. We do not support
Arlington Traditional moving into our
neighborhood school.

‐ Allow students in the Carlin Springs
neighborhood to access Immersion. ‐
Neighborhood school for Rosslyn. ‐
Preserves East/West attendance line. ‐
Centralizes an option school.

Q 7 What are the challenges faced with the Q 8 As we look at moving some of our
above School Moves Proposal 2?
schoolsgiven our challenges in creating
neighborhood elementary boundaries in
fall 2020, which goals should take priority?
Please rank each of the following items in
order of importance with #1 being the
most important to #6 being the least
important.

Q 10 What else should be considered when
Q 9 As we look at moving some of our
option schools, and the framework of the moving a school to another site?
PreK 12‐Instructional Program Pathways,
which factors should take priority? Please
rank each of the following items in order of
importance with #1 being the most
important to #4 being the least important.

There is a lot of moving of schools. There
will be two Spanish‐based schools in south
Arlington; meaning that there will be no
Spanish‐based schools in north Arlington.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

How does McKinley satisfy any of APS' own
criteria for determining good school option
School sites? It does not appear to. Please
be transparent about what factors are
going in to shaping these proposals. How
can anyone have faith that the numbers
from this year, are reliable for making
projections about what our seat
requirements will be 2 and 4 years from
now and that these proposals will meet
those requirements? please do the school
move and boundary redistricting at the
same time. Don't do poorly thought‐out
School moves now, and then be forced to
do even more painful School redistricting
later based on bad decisions made earlier.
Has anyone asked the folks at Key and 80s
and any other potentially affected option
programs if they would follow their
program to another location? Can we find
out from those parents how much the
geographic occasion of their option School
factors into their decision to be there?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

‐ Carlin Springs is difficult for parents to
access without a car.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

DIVERSITY!!!
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Unknown since there does not appear to be
a way to click on a map to locate your
house and how this proposal would affect
an individual family. Our daughter attends
McKinley and is affected under all
scenarios. Without this specific type of
information, it is difficult to understand
how we are affected under the various
scenarios. We have heard that the
"Majority of McKinley students move to
Reed" actually equates to all McKinley
students move to Reed (unless you switch
to Arlington Traditional). We purchased our
house so we could walk our student to
school. While I understand that the School
Board has a lot to consider, it seems
unfairly disruptive to move students who
walk to their neighborhood school to now
ride a bus to school. This affects the quality
of life of our entire family, as well as our
property values. We do not support
Arlington Traditional moving into our
neighborhood school.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Again, please do not move any schools
anywhere without updating the School
boundaries at the same time. Please spare
yourself and the rest of the county and
generations to come anguish and do this
right, this time.

Q 11

Q 12 Do you have other suggestions?

To what degree do you support moving some schools, so APS can:
:Please select below.
11 a Provide neighborhood seats in parts of
the county where these are needed and
APS doesn't have additional land for a new
school
Neutral

11 b Limit the growth of APS transportation
so annual operating costs can be focused
on other needs
Neutral

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

The IPP is inherently flawed as it does not Support
consider ATS at all as an options program.
This survey cannot be completed accurately
to represent the opinions of ATS families or
others that support the continuation of ATS
as an APS options school. Also, the ranking
above has 3 out of the 4 priorities ALL
based on capacity and seats, and NOT
about the instructional needs of our
students.

Strongly Support

I do not support prioritizing option schools Strongly Support
over neighborhood schools (which is how
this proposal comes across). Have you
considered requiring parental
transportation for students who opt out of
their neighborhood school? Have you
considered if older students could use the
arlington county bus system? Have you
considered reducing the number of option
schools?

Please slow down, show your work,
including any ideas you looked at and
rejected. Whatever reasons you have
behind these two proposals, could the
same reasons also apply to other schools?
Explain why you are choosing this building
not that. We need to see your professional
experience, sound reasoning, and quality‐
checked data.

Support

Strongly Support

Neutral

Additional information is needed for the
community to assist in informed decision‐
making. Without specific mapping
information, down to the detail of
individual homes or neighborhood units,
we are unable to see how each scenario
affects individual homes. While I am not
suggesting that indvidual effects trump the
greater good, APS has not explained the
scenarios in sufficient detail for it to be
fully understood. Without a fully
transparent process, the scenarios will not
be supported by the community.

This proposal would be fair since no kids
It is UNFAIR to make 700 kids who are in
walkable neighborhoods to ride the 12 bus will be walking in cold weather to school.
that you will add while others will be
denied this Privilege because of the
budget!!!!

A lot of challenges: Campbell elementary
school building is not ready to become a
boundary school (small and old compared
to carlin springs). It is not only unfair but
also a burden to make Kids walk to school
in cold weather for 40 min.(20 min 2 times
a day). One very IMPORTANT thing to
consider is that many students in Carlin
Springs elementary receive free or reduced
fee lunch.Their families have low income
which means that some of the families do
not even have CARS to drop their kids or
pick them up especially when it is raining or
very cold.Please try to understand our
concerns.It would be unfair to take a
decision that can make our kids hate
school.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Capacity. Age of building whether it needs
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined renovation.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Lots more moves beyond Proposal 1, for
limited gains. Seems bad.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

The challenges again have to do with
continued disparity between Reed &
Ashlawn being at or over capacity, while
other "zone 1" schools are under. It doesn't
make sense. CIP, census, School options,
and boundaries should all be done next
Fall. Get the best numbers to make the
best decisions for the county, fiscally for
both short and long‐term.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

school moves here are too distant; super
inconvenient for folks who enrolled at key,
for example. High impact in general for
option schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Where the current student population lives‐ Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined ‐how are kids' days affected by the move?
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

‐Campbell should not have to move
buildings with all of the projects they have
put into that school. Most Campbell and
Carlin springs students do not walk to
school already. Parents will still drive them
or will still take buses. What will happen to
Carlin Springs? Will the name, logo and
special projects just be erased? Carlin
Springs has 650 students in 19‐20 SY.
Campbell cannot house that many in their
building. Will Carlin Springs then loose it's
community school title? Why does
everyone in proposal 2 get an upgraded
school and Carlin Springs literally is being
downgraded. There is no Pros to option #2.
It is exactly like option #1 except that you
are uprooting communities, with strong,
diverse backgrounds in areas that you don't
need to. It seems like the small changes
from proposal 1 to 2 is that the needs of a
few would be out weighing the needs of
many.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Will the move be an upgrade from the last Support
site for all parties involved? How will the
move affect traffic patterns in the area?
Before uprooting a school community to
another ‐ there has to be a fully detailed
plan indicating staffing, programs offered,
storage for supplies, materials, cumulative
records, etc. You must take into account
special projects that students and staff, or
PTA have spent money on in years past that
was given to that school site. for example ‐
nature centers, courtyards, playground
equipment, art work/murals, the naming of
the school even...

Support

Option schools are moved and there is no Neighborhood seats in Rosslyn.
guarantee that the student population will
follow the school if moved. Public
transportation access is lessened for ATS (at
McKinley) which could deter many families
from applying. I believe the current central
location of ATS allows it to be diverse,
dynamic, and successful.

Even more option schools are moved and
again, there is no guarantee that the
student population will follow the school if
moved. Public transportation access is
lessened for ATS (at McKinley) which could
deter many families from applying. I
believe the current central location of ATS
allows it to be diverse, dynamic, and
successful.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strong data that supports the option School Support
student population will follow school to
new option school location. Not putting
option schools in highly walkable
neighborhood schools.

Support

It is far too disruptive.

I still don’t know why we go to such great
lengths to preserve ATS.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Get rid of the option schools. We are in
crisis and you are disrupting nearly half of
the students in neighborhood schools so
that you can preserve this ridiculous
neighborhood option. You all should be
ashamed of yourselves.

No challenges, everybody would be happy
riding a bus.

507

508

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

If Carlin Springs is located outside of its
boundary,consider renovating Campbell
elementary school before making it a
boundary school!! It really needs a lot of
work for the number of seats 750!!!???

508

509

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Their should be more details/proposals on Proposals dont show what the new
boundaries would be so cant judge well.
changing current boundaries and not
moving so many schools. There seems to be
an inherent bias/vested interest that is
keeping you from provided a full range of
options.

509

510

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

What data is being used to draw these
conclusions? 22205 is in huge growth
mode, with multi‐family unit growth. That
is not the case for 22207. The opportunity
here is that these kids in 22205 remain in
overcrowded schools in both scenarios,
with no room for growth, while 22207
remains ridiculously under.

Challenges ‐ APS can do better maps than
this. It looks like you started in the
northern quadrants, the schools with the
least diversity and are all under capacity. If
you were really concerned about diversity
or seats in Rosslyn, why not start the map
there?

I am not a proponent of ATS. Kids learn
differently, and option schools are
important, but Option schools should never
trump the priority for neighborhood seats.

510

511

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

ˉ\_(ツ)_/ˉ seems pretty bad

Boundary map looks gerrymandered, too
many kids have to change schools, more
buses means more traffic, future boundary
changes are much higher‐impact due to the
elongated shape of many boundaries

This looks like the best option‐‐large‐scale
changes are limited to a couple schools,
expanding ATS is a win, Students at option
schools that are moving are not greatly
inconvenienced by new locations

511

512

11/21/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent A majority of neighborhoods would be
affected by the change, so at least it seems
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
more fair rather than only making drastic
APS enrolled in a neighborhood school , I
am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) changes to a handful of communities.
in PreK in APS

Doubtful that Ashlawn & McKinley can
support the projected seats in their current
buildings with extensions to their
boundaries. Carlin Springs outside of
boundary‐ meaning what exactly?

I see no challenges facing this proposal. It
Less communities are affected by this
seems to be a win, win situation for all
proposal. They are all being relocated to
larger, nicer and sustainable buildings than involved and allows room for more growth
in years to come.
where they currently are. Immersion
program would be centrally located. The
key school building becoming a
neighborhood school would be able to
sustain the large projected seats following
along the metro areas.

512

513

11/21/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Many of the boundaries don’t seem ideal
and will add buses.

Neighborhood seats are added to Rosslyn.

513

514

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

None. This is far more disruptive than
necessary.

The neighborhood schools would not be
physically displaced by option schools.

I can't see any opportunities in the second
proposal.You would be having parents
complaining about kids walking to school in
short or long term.

Seems like the best proposal offered. Least Lack of information makes it hard to judge. Lack of new boundary info makes it
moves for most impact.
impossible to judge.

Reed opens at capacity and the other
nearby schools, Ashlawn and Glebe, will
remain over (the data showing it won't is
flawed). Kids will go from having 1:35 lunch
times at McKinley to having it ridiculously
late or early lunches at both Reed and
Ashlawn. Meanwhile, Tuckahoe,
Nottingham, Jamestown and Discovery are
under. My son has Autism, being in
overcrowded schools doesn't create an
ideal learning environment for him. It is
unacceptable to continue to keep kids in
22205 in way overcrowded schools, while
that is not the case for the most affluent
and least diverse in 22207.

Again, this moves way too many schools
and ATS shouldn't be an option. Putting Key
in Carlin Springs doesn't make sense as it's
so close to Claremont.

Nothing about this proposal seems to solve
the overcrowding concerns in our schools.
It's the exact same as proposal 1 except
that you are uprooting 3 overly populated
schools to place them into even smaller
buildings and only projected about a
difference of 300 students being affected.
The math does not seem to add up.

The best of the two options because it
minimizes the percentage moving.

Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

No.

Neutral
Above lists are a despicable push poll
forcing me to rank answers you choose.
They dont get at my main issues which
include diversity/equity, particularly if we'll
be making significant changes. Dont make
diversity/equity a last minute
consideration. Very frustrating. Survey
wouldn't let me submit without ranking.
But the scores are meaningless.

Strongly Do Not Support

Provide better info. The proposals and
graphics were weak. Seemed like a push
poll, not really engaging or meaningful.

Does the community want to move? There Neutral
are many reasons to keep Key where it is. If
you move it to S. Arlington, it doesn't
necessarily make much sense and you are
making a huge assumption that the families
there want Immersion!

Do Not Support

Yes, if you have to move any schools, ATS
should be moved to Nottingham or
Tuckahoe. These schools similar size
(honestly who cares if they have a wait list)
and are under capacity. This would allow
for growth in 22205. Then if you had to
move Key, you could relocate to current
ATS.

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Support

get rid of ATS and reduce the number of
students moving out of their neighborhood
schools. that should be your top priority.

514

515

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) Please keep the boundaries as depicted in None
not yet in PreK
https://www.apsva.us/wp‐
content/uploads/2019/11/Representative‐
Boundary‐Scenario.png Keeping the
Neighborhood Schools in their assigned
neighborhoods is paramount. We bought
our home solely for its walk ability to the
local ES.

515

516

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

516

517

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

517

518

11/22/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am an
Arlington resident without school‐age
children

doesn't address crowding at Carlin Springs

518

519

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

It is unclear how APS drew these
boundaries. The top of the map seems
logical, but the southern portion does not.

519

520

11/22/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am an
Arlington resident without school‐age
children

520

521

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) The opportunities for this scenario are that
not yet in PreK , I am an Arlington resident it would use existing schools efficiently –
particularly many of those in the northern
without school‐age children
part of Zone 1 which are under capacity
and could help alleviate overcrowding in
other parts of the county. In addition,
option schools would get to stay in place –
allowing ease of accessibility for those
students as well as continued opportunities
for economically disadvantaged and
minority students who may not stick with
option programs due to the proposed
school moves. Finally, this option would
preserve McKinley Elementary – a
consistently, top‐rated school – as a
neighborhood school.

None.

Displacement without enough information.
Current walkers should be left with the
option to walk to their school. Current bus
riders should have the option of attending
a new school in their walk zone. Our
primary concern isn’t keeping kids
together, it having an accessible
educational experience. Boundaries should
be considered after more data has been
given.

APS needs boundary adjustments county
side in order to effectively utilize capacity
of all schools. But there needs to be
transparency as to which PUs are moving to
which school, and also different boundary
adjustments proposals to consider. The
boundaries could be drawn east to west
rather than north to south and also the
realignment could start from the south up
to the north rather than from the north to
the south as is seemingly done here.

This is difficult to evaluate without seeing
planning unit data. Comparing the
percentage of elementary school students
reassigned to a new school under this
scenario to Proposals 1 and 2 (without
boundary adjustments for either) is not a
fair comparison.

Carlin Springs located outside of its
boundary is a significant challenge. In this
scenario, Ashlawn and McKinley have oddly
shaped boundaries – but this is a small
problem when faced with the alternative of
closing down McKinley. I would propose
APS take its planning unit map and overlay
it with new planning unit level data and
projections coming in 2021 to draw a
better map. Specifically, try drawing from
the bottom up, left to right, and right to
left. It’s clear this map was drawn top to
bottom.

None

Neutral

Recalibrate all APS data sets and
methodologies. Be fully and wholly
transparent with data sets, methods
(specific software, analytical models, GIS
manipulations, etc), and processes, to
include why this specific issue is being
staffed so quickly.

If the families even want to move!
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Support

Neutral

Create a plan does not take current walkers
out of their walk zones.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Boundary adjustments and option school
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined moves should be considered holistically.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Do Not Support

Support

School moves should be taken into account
as part of the CIP planning process as well
as with a finalized IPP.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

The above questions (IPP Pathways) are
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined confusing and I didn't understand how to
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) rank the.
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Consider developing another elementary
site in the southern part of the county and
develop some special programs there as
well.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Conduct boundaries and school moves at
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined the same time.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Displacement without enough information.
Current walkers should be left with the
option to walk to their school. Current bus
riders should have the option of attending
a new school in their walk zone. Our
primary concern isn’t keeping kids
together, it having an accessible
educational experience. We hope that APS
is checking to see that current option
school families are even willing to move.

Displacement without enough information.
Current walkers should be left with the
option to walk to their school. Current bus
riders should have the option of attending
a new school in their walk zone. Our
primary concern isn’t keeping kids
together, it having an accessible
educational experience. We hope that APS
is checking to see that current option
school families are even willing to move.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

This is difficult to evaluate without seeing None
planning unit data. Comparing the
percentage of elementary school students
reassigned to a new school under this
scenario to Proposals 1 and 2 (without
boundary adjustments for either) is not a
fair comparison. Central Arlington (the I‐
66/metro corridor) is also a high‐growth
area and this proposal does not leave
enough seats across Reed, Ashlawn, and
Glebe. Option schools should be in a more
central location in the county to allow for
more access from a range of socioeconomic
groups.

This is difficult to evaluate without seeing
planning unit data. Comparing the
percentage of elementary school students
reassigned to a new school under this
scenario to Proposals 1 and 2 (without
boundary adjustments for either) is not a
fair comparison. Central Arlington (the I‐
66/metro corridor) is also a high‐growth
area and this proposal does not leave
enough seats across Reed, Ashlawn, and
Glebe. Option schools should be in a more
central location in the county to allow for
more access from a range of socioeconomic
groups.

None

Better location for immersion with central
county location. Better use of smaller
buildings for smaller student demand, and
larger buildings for larger student demand.
Increasing walk zone for Campbell
neighborhood students. Key neighborhood
is growing in numbers and Key should be a
neighborhood school since there are no
other elem schools nearby except ASF.
Many option school students are generally
already on a bus so it shouldn't matter
much that they change facility.

A seemingly big challenge is moving ATS to
Mckinley when McK was ranked low for
suitability for option schools? How were
the different factors weighted (walkability,
etc.) when coming to the recommendation.
Do you think all the ATS family will stay
with the program if it moves?

A seemingly big challenge is moving ATS to
Mckinley when McK was ranked low for
suitability for option schools? How were
the different factors weighted (walkability,
etc.) when coming to the recommendation.
Do you think all the ATS family will stay
with the program if it moves?

The major opportunity here is that this
proposal will create much needed
neighborhood seats in the Rosslyn area. It
appears there will be more cost savings
here than in proposal 2 with more students
able to walk.

Strongly Support

This will not address the overcrowding
issue. This will also not evenly spread
capacity throughout the northern ES
(Tuckahoe, Discovery, etc)

This will not address the overcrowding
issue. This will also not evenly spread
capacity throughout the northern ES
(Tuckahoe, Discovery, etc)

The challenges here are vast. First, it would
reassign nearly a quarter of all elementary
school students – wreaking havoc on
stability. It closes down an award winning
neighborhood school, while failing to
address overcrowding issues at Claremont,
Glebe, Ashlawn, and the future Reed school
which will open at near or full capacity.
Instead of addressing the issue in the
Rosslyn/Ballston corridor head on with new
schools, it pushes the overcrowding
problem to Zone 1 as a short‐sighted stop‐
gap approach. This proposal will also hurt
the alignment and contiguity of some
unknown portion of McKinley students who
will go to a new school – different from the
majority of those who will go to Reed.
Finally, one of the reasons ATS is a blue
ribbon school is due to the make up of it's
student population, which hinges on a
location that is easily accessible for
minority and economically disadvantaged
students. Moving ATS to McKinley makes
the school less geographically accessible.

Similarly, the opportunity here is to create
more seats for the Rosslyn area which I
believe is the core issue these proposals are
attempting to solve. This option seems to
disrupt fewer children with less students
getting reassigned overall. The trade off
between the two proposals appear to be
stability vs. finances. As the parent and
aunt of small children, I’d prefer less
disruption for young students as opposed
to cost savings.

The challenges here remain the same as
the first proposal – both of these proposals
close down an award winning
neighborhood school, while failing to
address overcrowding issues at Ashlawn,
Glebe and the future Reed school. These
proposals would also displace 25% of
McKinley students who won’t be able to
move to Reed with their current
classmates. This is precisely why APS must
follow a holistic approach instead of a two
phase process that leaves boundary
adjustments after the school building swap.
Neither of these proposals show an
alternative to closing down McKinley. APS
has not shown sufficient data to prove it
has looked at every school as a site for
option programs. This proposal also
disrupts three option schools and does not
offer equitable access to these schools for
southern parts of the county. Specifically,
moving ATS to McKinley makes the school
less accessible by placing it further away
from the center of the county into a
neighborhood with narrower streets.

The impact to the surrounding
neighborhood. Please understand &
respect that many residents bought their
homes ‐ their most significant financial
investment ‐ because of the proximity and
walkability to neighborhood ES. Please do
not change the ES locations.

Do Not Support
APS should consider the boundary
adjustment process in tandem with the
school moves. Without using new planning
unit data, APS cannot be sure it is coming
up with the best options for its students.
APS needs to show the county residents the
data that supports its decision making
process ‐‐ specifically illustrating that it has
considered every school currently available
and why other schools are not suitable
options. For example, McKinley itself only
met 1 of 4 criteria to be an option school
yet is on the table for both proposals to be
eliminated. Finally, APS must consider
stability, alignment, and contiguity. Taking
a quarter of neighborhood students and
moving them into a new school away from
their peers is problematic, particularly
when APS has made no guarantees these
same students won't be impacted again by
another school move or boundary
adjustments, due to unresolved
overcrowding issues in Zone 1.

Support

I strongly urge APS to slow down this
process substantially and work towards
long term solutions instead of short‐sighted
fixes. Instead, APS should instead start this
process over, wait for new PU data, and
show its evaluation of every current school
building to come up with more efficient
solutions. In addition, APS must implement
one holistic approach instead of a two
phase process that first swaps schools then
addresses boundary adjustments. The
current proposals kick the can down the
road on overcrowding issues and push
more overcrowding into Zone 1. It also
leaves a 25% of McKinley who will move
into schools separated from the majority of
their neighborhood peers – meaning the
proposals do not adequately address
alignment or contiguity as factors. Simply
put, when it comes to students of this
young age, APS cannot afford to get this
wrong. Stability is far too important for
young kids, and we don’t want to risk any
children getting shuffled in their alignment
more than once.

Any plan that significantly increase parent
teacher interaction by increasing families
who are NOT BUSED to a far off school is a
positive direction to go in. School buses are
a barrier to the critical element of closing
the achievement gap that is improved by
regular, face‐to‐face interactions with their
child's teacher. Secondarily, there is
significant environmental impact
improvements to be made by making as
many neighborhoods into walking school
neighborhoods.
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11/22/2019 I am an APS Staff Member ,Other (Please
specify) : Arlington Resident who also
teaches for APS

Any plan that significantly increase parent
teacher interaction by increasing families
who are NOT BUSED to a far off school is a
positive direction to go in. School buses are
a barrier to the critical element of closing
the achievement gap that is improved by
regular, face‐to‐face interactions with their
child's teacher. Secondarily, there is
significant environmental impact
improvements to be made by making as
many neighborhoods into walking school
neighborhoods.

Change is hard for people and supporting
what is best for the community is hard
when families are prioritizing what they
think is best for themselves ahead of the
community.

Any plan that significantly increase parent
teacher interaction by increasing families
who are NOT BUSED to a far off school is a
positive direction to go in. School buses are
a barrier to the critical element of closing
the achievement gap that is improved by
regular, face‐to‐face interactions with their
child's teacher. Secondarily, there is
significant environmental impact
improvements to be made by making as
many neighborhoods into walking school
neighborhoods.

Change is hard for people and supporting
what is best for the community is hard
when families are prioritizing what they
think is best for themselves ahead of the
community.
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11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

This scenario preserves the long‐
established benefits of providing
immersion education for northern
Arlington and nearby Spanish‐speaking
children. The benefits of immersion for
both native English and native Spanish
speakers are well‐documented and many.
Having that choice is one of the key
strengths of Arlington public schools.
Keeping Key where it is allows the
immersion pathway ‐‐ which Arlington has
committed to keeping strong ‐‐ to serve its
current population, with the permanent
building capacity of 653 students. It
maintains diversity, avoids staff attrition,
and keeps dedicated neighbors.

It highlights the need for additional school
capacity to serve certain sections of the
county. Arlington has not addressed
whether it is exploring innovative building
lease as has been done in Fairfax counties
in the areas of highest need, nor whether
there are option to build additional
capacity where needed. This issue is not
going away.

Of the two move options, this appears to
be the least destructive to the highly
popular immersion program and retains
some metro accessibility for immersion.
This would also retain some accessibility to
immersion for the northern part of
Arlington county.

Makes it appear that County is taking some
It would still destroy long‐standing
action, good for a talking point.
immersion community at Key, including
leaving Key neighborhood Spanish speakers
behind if, as is likely the case for many,
they are not able or choose not to move
with the school. The ATS building is not big
enough to support the immersion
population. It would not address the
fundamental issue of needing additional
elementary capacity in certain areas of the
county.
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11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

I do not see any beneficial opportunities
with this scenario. It displaces the most
amount of families, adds busses and
appears to promote bussing over
walkability.

The boundary scenario negatively impacts
and displaces hundreds of families.
Community cohesion will be greatly
disrupted as families have spent years
working with our neighborhood schools. It
also doesn't make sense to call the schools
underutilized in NW ARL. Just look at the all
the current townhomes being built along
Lee Hgwy and desired growth from the
Plan Lee Highway project. Just because a
school is not at 115% capacity today
doesn't mean it is underutilized. It means it
can accommodate growth. Schools in
higher density areas need to be larger or
there needs to be more of them.

This proposal keeps the more families and
neighborhoods together. It's important that
we stop recurring redistricting. It really is
affecting people's view of Arlington.

As with option 2, several schools will need
to relocate. While the moves effect many
families, it offers a 15% reduction in
community impact when compared to
Representative Boundaries Scenario

524
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11/22/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

Looks like there would be more balance ‐
ethnic and racial ‐ in some schools than
exists today. That’s a good thing

Some kids who could walk would no longer It looks like the two immersion schools are See above
be able to (Barrett/Barcroft/long branch in pretty close together. Where do the
particular looks tricky)
Spanish speaking kids live? Does this
location make it more or less likely that
Spanish speaking parents will choose
immersion?s
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11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

APS would be in a position to consider and The impact would far‐reaching and would
address all necessary boundary changes at require coordination with almost every
one time instead of implementing piece‐
boundary.
meal changes.
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11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

NA

Proposal 1 provides the opportunity for APS
to create seats in the Rosslyn‐area;
however, this opportunity is created, as
detailed below, at the expense of the
Spanish Immersion program, which is a
celebrated, unique and important part of
Arlington County.

Show the data and steps you took to arrive na
at every scenario.

Proposal 1 necessarily disrupts the entire
population of Key Elementary, a Dual
Language Immersion school, which is a
significant and important part of Arlington
County. The Spanish Immersion program
could face challenges in maintaining its
enrollment numbers as a result of the
reassignments, which is likely to have a
negative impact on the long‐term success
of the program. The Spanish Immersion
program is a critical part of celebrating
diversity, cultures and world languages in
Arlington County. It is important to note
that the statistic quoted above (that "more
than 2,400 or about 23%" of elementary
school students would be reassigned to
another school) does not account for the
children in the option schools who would
also be reassigned to another school. Thus,
it is a fundamental flaw in the presentation
of information and should be revised to
fairly and accurately reflect the impact to
all Arlington County elementary school
students, including those in the option
schools.

This proposal keeps the most amount
families and neighborhoods together.
While more schools will move, proposal 2
reduces the number of displaced children
by 1,900. This means that somewhere
around 800 families will be able to stay
with the neighborhood school they moved
here to go to. This is a huge benefit for
community and neighborhood cohesion.
This option also has the least impact on
walkability which is a huge benefit. We
should not be adding bus routes if it is
avoidable.

Proposal 2 provides the opportunity for APS
to create seats in the Rosslyn‐area;
however, this opportunity is created, as
detailed below, at the expense of the
Spanish Immersion program, which is a
celebrated, unique and important part of
Arlington County.

Show the data and steps you took to arrive na
at this proposal. According to one of your
reports (on good sites for option schools ),
Mckinley only had 1 score in suitability out
of the 4. Show me the steps/factors used to
arrive at this proposal, and how they were
utilized in your decision‐making process.
From what I have seen your analysis
considered factors based on 2019
enrollments ‐ what happens after 2019?
Have you not forecasted growth after that?
And what happens if we have more kids?
Are you going to make new proposals to
shuffle these kids around in 3‐5 years
timeframe?

Change is hard for people and supporting
what is best for the community is hard
when families are prioritizing what they
think is best for themselves ahead of the
community.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Any plan that significantly increase parent Strongly Support
teacher interaction by increasing families
who are NOT BUSED to a far off school is a
positive direction to go in. School buses are
a barrier to the critical element of closing
the achievement gap that is improved by
regular, face‐to‐face interactions with their
child's teacher. Secondarily, there is
significant environmental impact
improvements to be made by making as
many neighborhoods into walking school
neighborhoods.

Strongly Support

Work hard to communicate to the stake‐
holders what the larger impacts are for not
making changes that are THE BEST FOR THE
MOST (including families that have critical
needs for regular, face‐to‐face interactions
with their children's teachers and
overarching environmental costs). Tie that
together for them with your charge to
represent and advocate for the largest
needs with priority and that reverting to
neighborhood proximal school mapping is
that need.

This is a horrible option. It destroys
immersion, places it in the immediate
vicinity of Claremont, and cuts off access
for much of northern Arlington. It destroys
the existing community at more schools. It
fails to take account of Campbell's unique
physical school environment, which has
been fully integrated into the expeditionary
learning model. It would place Key into a
much smaller school, putting the lie to
Arlington's assertion that it continues to
support strong immersion program. It does
not in any way address the long‐term
fundamental need to build more school
capacity in certain areas of the county.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Institutional success of immersion program, Strongly Do Not Support
diversity, and community involvement at
existing Key site. Not all students may
move with move of option school.
Addressing actual needs by building schools
rather than displacing so many successful
schools and causing so much needless
disruption. This question is very confusing ‐‐
I worry that it is a gotcha question. This
really seems like a failure of long‐term
planning.

Strongly Do Not Support

Reopen discussion of building additional
elementary capacity in needed areas, e.g.,
Rosslyn. Creative transportation ideas.
Prioritizing trying not to disrupt existing
successful schools. Need clear financial
estimates of moving school populations
before committing to expensive plan when
that money could be used for building
additional capacity.

High number of school moving, but the
least number of families impacted.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Do Not Support

Strongly Support

Land acquisition and build more schools. I
know APS is not in charge of the budget but
how the county spent money on the
aquatics center rather then APS I will never
understand. This is a persistent problem.

Again, i worry about how immersion is
distributed in the scenario. Should there be
a spine of choice programs running north‐
south? What implications are there for
neighborhoods if that were to occur.
Keeping established neighborhoods
significantly together is a good goal ‐
however, how those neighborhoods track
into MS and HS also matters. It’s hard to
see what happens on those levels with the
info that is presented here.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

What is being displaced? Where are those
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined kids going? How does that impact family
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) travel to and from the school?
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Do Not Support

To me this question is not an either/or. I
believe that active choice by families
improves every school. We DO need to
provide seats for kids all across the county.
We DO need to keep our eye on
transportation costs ‐ but I am willing to
pay for buses for elementary kids if we
could put more MS and HS kids on the
ART/Metro system. Because my experience
as a long time APS parent of 5 taught me
that not every school works for every kid ‐
no matter how much the focus is on core
curriculum, individual schools have
personalities, folkways, and acceptance of
learning difference that can make the
child’s experience very different from place
to place

As with Proposal 1, Proposal 2 disrupts the
entire population of Key Elementary.
Indeed, Proposal 2 is the most likely of the
proposals to have a devastating impact on
the long‐term viability of the Spanish
Immersion program, given the distance
that families now attending Key would have
to travel. The program's success requires
that English speakers (as well as Spanish
speakers) attend, so moving the school to
an area "with a high number of Spanish
speakers" (which would be in close
proximity to the other Spanish Immersion
school) does not necessarily benefit the
program and could, as noted, lead to
devastating results. The Spanish Immersion
program is a critical part of celebrating
diversity, cultures and world languages in
Arlington County. Again, the statistic noted
above (that "more than 2,100 or about
20%" of elementary school students would
be reassigned to another school) does not
account for the children in the option
schools who would also be reassigned to
another school.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Maintaining the viability of important
programs that celebrate the diversity,
culture and world languages of Arlington
County, including the Spanish Immersion
program.

Do Not Support

Do Not Support

Revise information presented to the public
about Proposal 1 and Proposal 2 to reflect
impact on all elementary school students,
not just neighborhood students.

Show the data and steps you took to arrive
at this proposal. According to one of your
reports (on good sites for option schools ),
Mckinley only had 1 score in suitability out
of the 4. Show me the steps/factors used to
arrive at this proposal, and how they were
utilized in your decision‐making process.
From what I have seen your analysis
considered factors based on 2019
enrollments ‐ what happens after 2019?
Have you not forecasted growth after that?
And what happens if we have more kids?
Are you going to make new proposals to
shuffle these kids around in 3‐5 years
timeframe?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

You have to address boundaries and school Strongly Do Not Support
moves as one part, as opposed to two
different part‐ they go hand in hand. They
are tightly correlated and performing an
analysis on one item at a time is not how
data analysis should be done. Please
VOLUNTEER the help of NUMEROUS MBA
Classes in the area that could perform a
very data‐driven and strategy‐led ANALYSIS
for you. You obviously do not have the right
manpower or talent to do this work, as it
shows in the work presented so far, so
please DO YOUR HOMEWORK properly.

Strongly Do Not Support

TAKE THE TIME NEEDED TO PROPERLY
STUDY THIS PROCESS. Many critical
VARIABLES (CIP, Census, AFSAP annual
projections) will be coming out in the next
few months, and those will help you inform
your data decisions. CONSIDER COSTS. Do a
scenario where both costs are considered
and compare them. How do we know
whether we’re making the right financial
decision without ANY FINANCIALS OR
COSTS INVOLVED? DATA‐LED ANALYSIS
NEEDED. Your choices lack significant
alternatives that could be even better to
APS if done with correct data analysis in
mind. There can’t only be two choices –
USE THE HELP OF MBA STUDENTS ANALYSIS
THAT CAN PERFORM A FINANCIAL MODEL
OF THIS ISSUE. OPTION SCHOOL IS AN
OPTION. Option schools SHOULD NOT take
precedence over a neighborhood school.
Should they, well, make it an ACTUAL
option school. Lottery‐based option school
is not a real option school, is it? TAKE THE
BIAS OUT OF YOUR DECISION‐MAKING.
Having INDEPENDENT help with this
analysis take the bias out of this.

Strongly Do Not Support
Please consider the number of buses you
would be adding to neighborhoods that are
not equipped. Please consider keeping
option schools in places that are more
central of a location, along a common
Arlington corridor (a road that runs north
to south), and in a place where
metro/metro buses are accessible to
families. If kids are truly coming all over the
county to attend these option schools, then
it is only fair that they remain in an
accessible place so all can attend. McKinley
is not the suitable choice. Please consider
taking a more comprehensive approach
before moving any schools to another site.
Instead of rushing the process, APS needs
to make sure student enrollment projects
are as accurate as possible. This will give a
chance to look at equity in distribution of
students among schools throughout the
entire county while also looking at option
schools. Please look at all options here. .

None

None
This scenario DOES not make sense for
many reasons: ‐ a year ago in an APS
report, McKinley was only ranked as a
suitable place for an option school in 1 out
of 4 factors. What has changed? Which
factor are you now prioritizing? ‐ numbers
are based on enrollment today without
considering increase in enrollment even by
time Reed opens in 2021 ‐If McKinley closes
as a neighborhood school, Ashlawn and
Glebe will remain at or over capacity while
others in N Arlington will be under ‐
McKinley sits on one of the farthest West
sides of the county and sits among 2 very
populated neighborhoods (Madison Manor
and Dominion Hills) with many school aged
kids in these neighborhoods. Why take all
these kids from their neighborhood school
to then bus kids from an option school all
across the county to McKinley? You are also
assuming that 100% of kids will transfer to
this new location. This is a bold assumption
given this major geographic change you are
proposing. ‐

This scenario DOES not make sense for
many reasons: ‐ a year ago in an APS
report, McKinley was only ranked as a
suitable place for an option school in 1 of 4
factors. What has changed? Which factor
are you now prioritizing? ‐ numbers are
based on enrollment today without
considering increase in enrollment even by
time Reed opens in 2021. Also, ‐If McKinley
closes as a neighborhood school, Ashlawn
& Glebe will remain at or over capacity
while others in N Arlington will be under. ‐
McKinley sits on one of the farthest West
sides of the county & sits among 2 very
populated neighborhoods (Madison Manor
& DH) w/ many school aged kids in these
neighborhoods. Why take all these kids
from their neighborhood school to then bus
kids from an option school all across the
county to McKinley. You are also assuming
that 100% of kids will transfer to this new
location. This is a bold assumption given
this major geographic change you are
proposing. ‐ Where will buses go? McK not
suited

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Not enough information to say. Needs
further study.

Not enough information to say. Would
need to know where the new boundaries
would be.

Not enough information to say. Would
need to know where the new boundaries
would be.

Not enough information to say. Would
need to know where the new boundaries
would be.

Not enough information to say. Would
need to know where the new boundaries
would be.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Greenhouse gas emissions, stress, pollution Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined and sedentariness of excessive busing of
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) kids to their non‐option schools.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Opportunity to have actually balanced
geographies. The “neighborhood”
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian argument is baloney and artificial co
of a Child(ren) in PreK in APS
spidering the density of most
neighborhoods.

Neighborhood school PTAs

Expanding the ATS program. Keeping most
of mckinley key together.

Neighborhood PTAs.

You could propose no boundaries for the
immersion schools. Maybe make it a k‐2
and a 3‐5 or something. Strengthen the
entire immersion program by combining.
Actually get creative instead of these half
witted measures.

Not a good idea to get rid of the connection Use all existing elementary schools to full
Key has to Spanish speakers in rosslyn
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
corridor and stack it in south Arlington.
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

531

11/22/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

Unclear what % of children are now on
buses, since this scenario posts the # of
children and the others use a %.

Increased enrollment at ATS

Moving Key School away from the low
income families in Rosslyn

Add enrollment to ATS

Move Key from high opportunity, mixed
income neighborhood in Rosslyn

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

I would want to know about equity: who is Neutral
impacted by race, income and first
language? How are our low income
residents are impacted by the moves, e.g.
how many do not have a car or a second
car and will be unable to get their children
to school? How do we support the schools
that produce the highest achievement for
low income children, e.g. Key and Carlin
Springs? How do we get input from diverse
populations (who may not have digital
access to complete this survey)?

531

532

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS

Too much bus ride for kids waste of time

This is the best

Not as bad as representative scenario

Too much option school move

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

532

533

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Maximizing walkers and keeping schools
together (students, staff, etc), minimizing
bus routes distance/duration, maximizing
the space and capacity that each building
provides to match the size of the various
neighborhood/option school programs This
seems less disruptive as the fewer schools
are impacted and less neighborhood
students are reassigned.

If I'm putting on my APS hat, it seems the
biggest benefit is the lowest % of walkers
needing buses and lowest # of
neighborhood kids reassigned. There is no
perfect solution. I hope the school board
will coordinate closely with county board
when it comes to housing planning.
Ensuring diversity, equity, opportunity is
critical in these decisions and it's no
surprise that parents seek out Arlington for
their stellar school system. whatever
decision is made, ensure it's one with a
long‐term vision to address what will be a
ongoing challenge for APS.

It doesn't seem the 5% and 300 student
(3%) gain is worth the disruption of an
additional school being relocated. And
here's where I will put on my Campbell
parent hat: *My husband and I always
thought that our front‐runner option
choice would be Spanish immersion. But
after our tour of Campbell and learning
about the EL philosophy, we knew that was
the place for our family. *What makes
Campbell special is what on the inside AND
on the outside: quite literally. *The EL
curriculum is anchored by outdoor and
experiential learning. Where ATS or
Immersion is not dependent on specific
outdoor criteria for it's special curriculum,
Campbell is. *The wetlands, the courtyard
w/ garden and wildlife, being adjacent to
the Long Branch Nature Center ... these are
not things that we can pick up and move to
a different location along with our desks
and books. *I'm sure you've seen the
twitter posts of outdoor learning and are
aware of the multiple benefits it provides
our kids.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

The outdoor facilities that are necessary for Support
the learning model: e.g., the EL Learning at
Campbell which is heavily integrated with
outdoor learning. Campbell's current
location is conducive to outdoor learning
and cannot be easily relocated as the other
options schools.

533

534

11/22/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

Same critiques as above. Keep McKinley a
neighborhood school and utilize the
current arts focused facility as it was
intended.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

527

528

11/22/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent None
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in a neighborhood school , I
am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS

528

529

11/22/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

529

530

530

Not enough information to say. Needs
further study.

Faculty and programs remain intact,
including high performing schools like
Carlin Springs and Key.

All of the above that you already
Well, selfishly speaking, my daughter at
Campbell would not be impacted under this mentioned. Doesn't seem fair to reassign so
plan. But I'm also open minded enough to many kids.
see that this is not a sustainable approach
and not fair to so many kids that would be
reassigned to new schools.

McKinley is a neighborhood school with a
very strong identity and esprit de corps. It
was renovated specifically with an arts
focus in mind and it is a shameful waste of
money to turn it into ATS which has no
need of arts focused infrastructure.

Do Not Support

Do Not Support

Look at other scenarios. There can't be only
2 choices‐ both involving McKinley moving
and getting rid of it as a neighborhood
school There must be other ways to resolve
the goals we are trying to reach.

Neutral

Plan for the construction of elementary
schools in Rosslyn and Crystal city to
balance the 60% of schools that are within
1 mile of Arlington's western border.

Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Support

Neutral

Strongly Support

This is a TINY County of 26 square miles.
Our transportation budget is a minimal
cost. I think we build quality schools
wherever we can. ALSO, INCREASE THE
NUMBER OF STUDENTS PER CLASSROOM
ACROSS THE BOARD. THIS WILL ADDRESS
BOTH CAPITAL AND OPERATING COSTS.
THE DATA SHOWS THAT STUDENTS FROM
HIGH INCOME FAMILIES WILL THRIVE AND
ACHIEVE WITH MUCH LARGER CLASS SIZES.
LET'S KEEP CLASS SIZES SMALL WHERE
NEEDED, E.G. SPECIAL EDUCATION, ESL,
AND INCREASE EVERYWHERE ELSE.

Neutral
Walkability to the school site (esp. if
currently a neighborhood school)
Percentage of enrolled parents that view
location as important to their decision to
enroll in program Net change in number of
buses and bus‐miles traveled Available
parking, especially for buses Current
community uses of the building that would
be impacted

Neutral

Most importantly, come up with a well‐
documented and transparent rationale for
how to utilize building space most
effectively. First, consider all buildings as
possible neighborhood or option schools.
Make decisions based on, e.g., walk zone as
percent of capacity, building characteristics
relative to instructional needs, ability of
site to support buses, community character
and land use near school site, etc. Also,
school moves and boundary change
proposals must be considered together.
Think about other possible solutions
including: Leasing space for option
programs Making schools a mixed
option/neighborhood model Control
construction and design costs through
standardized designs. Design for flexibility
such as to later add another level on a
building. Get better at making long‐range
population and enrollment projections All
option schools considered moving into a
new site must make outreach to
neighborhood associations to introduce
themselves and answer questions

Neutral

Please do not rush the decision on option
school locations, and make a unified
decision regarding boundary changes and
option school moves (if any), so all
members of the community know how they
will be impacted by the various changes.

Strongly Do Not Support
Arlington should minimize upsetting
established expectations when moving a
school to another site. For example,
currently there are no students at Reed;
Reed would be a logical place to move ATS,
as there are currently no students at Reed.
While I have heard that there is opposition
to moving ATS to Reed because Reed is
next to Washington Boulevard and there
are traffic concerns, I believe that this
concern is overstated, given that ATS is
currently next to Wilson Boulevard, and the
traffic has managed to cope with the
current situation. In contrast, McKinley was
never designed to have the kind of traffic
that is being contemplated by a move of
ATS to McKinley. And McKinley would have
to be redesigned to meet the needs of ATS,
costing even more money. Accordingly,
ATS, if it moves, should move to Reed or
another school in northern Arlington, not
to McKinley.

Strongly Do Not Support

Please see above. If you're going to move
ATS, it should be moved to Reed, where
there are currently no students, or to one
of the schools in northern Arlington not at
capacity. Please do not rush to make a
decision that will adversely impact
Arlington students for decades to come.
Thank you.

Do Not Support
Walk area displacement and allowing for
neighborhood loss to make up part of ATS
or Spanish schools for an adjustment
period. Or prioritize South students for
seats in option schools to remove pressure
then also bus south kids to empty north
seats

Support

Moving key may free up seats in the
Rosslyn area. Tough to evaluate any of the
changes without seeing how boundaries
would be affected. Why would you show
the representative boundaries scenario as a
conversation starter, but not show how this
proposal changes them? It seems the
representative boundaries scenario is
simply a red herring. I'd like to understand
more about why this scenario frees up
capital to focus on Columbia Pike. Why is
that? Only because a new school would not
be needed in the Rosslyn area? It seems
there would other ways to address this.

McKinley loses its neighborhood school and Moving key may free up seats in the
McKinley students have no assurances the Rosslyn area.
program at Reed would be of equal quality.
McKinley and the community both benefit
from each other. There is no guarantee
that ATS will be a good neighbor to
residents, respect traditions, or conduct
any outreach to the community.
Furthermore, Moving ATS to one of the
Westernmost schools and increasing its size
will significantly increase busing costs both
in terms of number of buses and distance
traveled. Additionally, I am doubtful that
McKinley road can handle the number of
buses in combination with the large
number of additional parents who would
be making drop offs. Perhaps the biggest
problem is that Reed would open near
capacity, in an area where schools are
already at or near capacity. So Reed, Glebe,
Ashlawn and other schools in midcounty
would get no crowding relief that Reed was
supposed to address. All the while, the
northern 4 schools would likely be under
capacity

Why does this proposal also include moving
ATS to McKinley? I've been a regional
planner, and whenever I see a very limited
option set, I get suspicious that someone
has their thumb on the scale and has
already made up their mind. McKinley
families that currently walk to school would
now have to take buses that would be
fighting through the ATS bus traffic.
McKinley community tolerated significant
disruption during rehabilitating the
McKinley building and McKinley road on
the promise the improvements provide
additional capacity and make walking safer
and ease crowding. Crowding was not
eased, and now the neighborhoods will
have to bus their kids to equally crowded
schools. The other big risk is that by moving
so many schools, the programs will lose
their character that make them special.
Teachers will be disrupted.Many families
may drop out, and some option programs
may become unsustainable as enrollment
falls. (Location may play a role in the
decision!)

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

It does not require entire option schools to Having Carlin Springs outside its boundary
move, causing serious disruption and extra does not make sense for a "neighborhood"
school.
costs for those schools. Existing
neighborhood schools would remain
neighborhood schools. APS has not
presented evidence that this is the only
way to draw the boundaries without
moving option schools. With further study
and refinement perhaps the boundaries
could be drawn in a way to keep more
walkers.

It frees up a site for a neighborhood school
in the Rosslyn‐Clarendon corridor, which
(along with central Arlington) is likely to be
a place for future population growth.

It does not take into account the fact that if It frees up a site for a neighborhood school
in the Rosslyn‐Clarendon corridor, which
only 40% of McKinley is in the Reed walk
(along with central Arlington) is likely to be
zone, then 60% of McKinley would then
have to be bused to Reed or other schools ‐‐ a place for future population growth. It
many of whom can now walk to McKinley. places Key closer to a Spanish speaking
population.
So in the end it is likely not reducing the
overall number of McK bus riders. And if
only 40% of McKinley is in the Reed walk
zone, that doesn't necessarily mean that
the "majority" of McKinley moves to Reed ‐‐
the boundary process has not yet started,
so we don't know where they'll go. It
results in Reed and Ashlawn being at or
over capacity immediately, even though
they're in areas slated for future
development, while schools in the
northwest portion of the county (not slated
for future development) are well under
capacity. Why not keep another
neighborhood school in central Arlington to
absorb this capacity? It does not address
how McKinley is now a good site for an
option school, when in APS' previous
analysis it only met one of the four criteria
for option schools.

All the same challenges as presented with
School Moves Proposal 1, and it also
creates many additional moves/disruption
of schools. Not presenting any options that
don't eliminate McKinley as a
neighborhood school leaves very little
room to truly compare pros and cons. Is
there really no other north Arlington
neighborhood school besides McKinley that
could potentially be a site for an option
school? Again this conflicts with APS' earlier
analysis that ranked several schools as
meeting more criteria for option schools
than McKinley. APS has not said why it is
now rejecting that earlier analysis. Also, it is
very difficult to weigh these options
without knowing more about the boundary
planning process. It is not clear why these
decisions are being bifurcated, and why a
decision on the option school moves needs
to be made so quickly.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

The impact on the existing school that is
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined being displaced by moving the option
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) school to that site
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

I highlight recommend double checking
that the data fed into this scenario is
accurate because significant assumptions
are being made.

I highlight recommend double checking
that the data fed into this scenario is
accurate because significant assumptions
are being made.

I highlight recommend double checking
that the data fed into this scenario is
accurate because significant assumptions
are being made.

It is illogical to remove McKinley as a
neighborhood school. There are other
neighborhood schools that will be under
capacity with this proposal, and those
neighborhood schools are much more
logical choices for the placement of ATS. I
am also very concerned about how quickly
these proposals are being pushed through
for consideration, and I question the
motives for pushing this through so quickly.
Significant errors are made when decisions
are made quickly, and the effects of those
decisions are long lasting. It is in everyone's
best interest in Arlington if the process
slows down and proper data review takes
place. Arlington should be completely
transparent and fully answer all of its
residents' questions, to include the
questions that were recently raised in a
letter by the McKinley PTA.

I highlight recommend double checking
that the data fed into this scenario is
accurate because significant assumptions
are being made.

It is illogical to remove McKinley as a
neighborhood school. There are other
neighborhood schools that will be under
capacity with this proposal, and those
neighborhood schools are much more
logical choices for the placement of ATS. I
am also very concerned about how quickly
these proposals are being pushed through
for consideration, and I question the
motives for pushing this through so quickly.
Significant errors are made when decisions
are made quickly, and the effects of those
decisions are long lasting. It is in everyone's
best interest in Arlington if the process
slows down and proper data review takes
place. Arlington should be completely
transparent and fully answer all of its
residents' questions, to include the
questions that were recently raised in a
letter by the McKinley PTA.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

walking distance should always be assigned
to the neighborhood schools. The added
expenses of bussing and environmental
impacts are too high to accommodate
removal of walkers.

I can not identify an opportunity here. One Losing so many walkers and environment
impact of the busses and parents driving
might be that it seems reed is better
their children
equipment to accommodate ATS and the
businesses in the area would also benefit
from the new families. Also no students get
displaced from mkinley which has a large
walking radius

Same as above

Same as above

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

534

535

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) Main takeaway is that Nottingham,
in PreK in APS , I am the Parent or Guardian Discovery, Tuckahoe, and Jamestown are all
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK
in close proximity to each other, which
leads to funny district shapes that impact
all of the mid county schools. Turning one
of these schools to an option school would
better reallocate these students, and allow
the central county schools to have more
reasonable looking zones.

535

536

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

536

537

11/22/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

537

538

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) A few lower income students get into
not yet in PreK
northern schools, but not many

538

539

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

539

540

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS

It looks like the staff simply started at the
north side of the county and worked their
way down. Starting at the south end, or
western end would lead to different
results. It is hard to understand what the
purpose of this scenario was when not
given the criteria used to make this map.
Was it only to fill schools, with no
consideration of walkability or bus ridership
prior to making the maps? It is hard to see
population density in these maps. Also,
how Were there other scenarios
considered, why only 1? Why not make a
map to show what would happen with all
buildings used as a neighborhood schools
as a different scenario?

These scenarios are highly misleading, how
can you compare this scenario with the
other two without knowing what those
boundaries would be? Upon looking at the
map, McKinley and Ashlawn boundaries
look no longer than Taylor, Discovery,
Jamestown etc.

McKinley and Ashlawn are already at
capacity. If you move ATS to McKinley,
Ashlawn would still be at or over capacity
on Day 1 or in the very near future. Glebe
would also likely be significantly impacted.
You are moving one at capacity school to
another when there are several schools
within Arlington already under capacity‐‐
Tuckahoe, 507 (93%); Nottingham, 468
(91%); Discovery, 562 (89%); Jamestown,
565 (94%). It would be assumed that some
of these schools would also feed into Reed
and have them be further under capacity‐‐
why is this not being discussed? There is a
clear disparity that would be created with
significant over‐crowding while other
schools would clearly benefit. Why would
you move ATS when it might transition to
another model in five years. Does that
mean another move and some of these kids
moving twice before middle school? Traffic
going to McKinley would significantly
increase with ATS move just when safety
measures for walking have been increased.

Just as with Proposal 1, if you move ATS to
McKinley, Ashlawn would still be at or over
capacity. Glebe would also likely be
significantly impacted. You are moving one
at‐capacity school to another when there
are several schools within Arlington already
under capacity‐‐ Tuckahoe, 507 (93%);
Nottingham, 468 (91%); Discovery, 562
(89%); Jamestown, 565 (94%). It would be
assumed that some of these schools would
also feed into Reed and have them be
further under capacity‐‐why is this not
being discussed? There is a clear disparity
that would be created with significant over‐
crowding while other schools would clearly
benefit. Reed should alleviate the over‐
crowding for the schools nearby at
capacity. This is making the problem worse.
Traffic going to McKinley would
significantly increase with ATS move just
when safety measures for walking have
been increased. There are also no cost‐
estimates for this. There must be more
transparency: boundaries, costs, numbers
at each school

Support

Strongly Support

Strongly Do Not Support
The options above are highly misleading
and lack sufficient context and background.
Kids that can see their current elementary
school from their house should not be
forced to go to a new school. Walkability
and a sense of community are essential for
both keeping people here and safety.

Support

Strongly Do Not Support

There are numerous schools in the county
not at capacity and will likely be further
under capacity if the proposed changes
above go forward. Why are these schools
not being discussed and how can the
county better leverage these seats‐‐
perhaps make of them the option school?
APS must slow down this process and give
complete transparency to the cost,
boundaries, and all scenarios involving all
schools.

540

541

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or There aren't any, other than maybe for the Many kids don't really go to their
High School Student in APS
option school families who wouldn't be
neighborhood school ‐‐ i.e., they live closer
affected.
to a school other than the one to which
they are assigned. APS spends a fortune on
busing and adds to traffic congestion. Tons
of families have to change schools (though
that's not as bad as they think).

541

542

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

542

543

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

I cannot answer this question without more I would need the additional information
information. The map of boundaries would mentioned above
need to have readable street names and I
would need a sense of how many students
are in various places. Additionally, I would
want to know the demographic breakdown
of schools to answer this question. Finally
and most importantly, it is clear Arlington
needs more elementary seats, and I would
need to know where those will be located.

543

544

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

The growing number of students is a clear
sign that Arlington can and should plan to
build a new school, in particular in an area
like the Rosslyn‐Ballston corridor.

544

545

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

To me, it looks like APS purposely made the
representative boundary scenario look as
ridiculous as possible. What does the
scenario look like if you start in Rosslyn and
move southwest across the county? Is the
APS representative boundary scenario
provided give the best possible outcome in
efficiency, number of kids moving schools
or is this the only one APS tested? It would
be a easier for me to take this scenario
seriously if APS provided some range
testing ‐ "APS tried 10 different
representative boundary scenarios and
overall, the percentage of kids reassigned
ranged from x% to y% and additional
busing needed ranged from +x students to
+y students."

545

546

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

None

Clearly, Key needs to become a
neighborhood school as we need more
elementary school seats in that part of the
county. Less changing schools, less busing
and more walking is always desirable.
Increasing the capacity of option schools is
a way to manage capacity at neighborhood
schools without upsetting parents. I don't
have a problem with moving the ATS
program; option schools shouldn't be
immune from changing boundaries or from
having to get larger than they might think is
ideal, and since so many kids are bused, it
shouldn't affect transportation much. While
the talking points about keeping McKinley
students together are nice, one wonders
what is happening to the other 60% of
McKinley students.

I strongly disagree with disrupting
neighborhood schools for the sale of option
schools, as appears to be the case in the
proposal. Neighborhood schools are tightly
integrated into the neighborhoods that
surround them, and the effects of replacing
a healthy long‐standing neighborhood
school with an option school imposed a
negative quality of life impact on the
neighborhood itself.

I am not sure why APS is proposing to move
4 schools and invest in all the money to do
so, when this can be accomplished by
redrawing the boundaries. It appears to be
a shell game with not adding additional
seats. How can you really estimate the
number of students and determine that is
accurate. You are disrupting 4 communities
to make a change that does not result in
create net new seats.

Overcrowding in a situation with no new
school is the challenge.

None
The challenge is this solution does not
alleviate the overcrowding at McKinley and
Ashlawn. With any proposal to close
McKinley, this means that the new Reed
school will open at capacity and probably
over capacity within one year. The cost of
these moves hasn’t been determined. The
new school boundaries should be
developed at the same time that any
moves are approved. An option school
should be moved or closed before a
neighborhood school is closed. Bussing is a
huge cost.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Moves Key to a more central location but Clearly, Key needs to become a
may not "solve" the underenrollment of
neighborhood school as we need more
Spanish‐speaking kids as ATS's location isn't elementary school seats in that part of the
an area with lots of Spanish‐speaking
county. Less changing schools, less busing
families. APS staff and the school board are and more walking is always desirable.
going to have to endure a great deal of
Increasing the capacity of option schools is
whining. :‐) My biggest concern with past
a way to manage capacity at neighborhood
boundary moves is they have been very
schools without upsetting parents. I don't
short‐sighted; some of the previously under‐ have a problem with moving the ATS
program; option schools shouldn't be
enrolled schools were immediately
immune from changing boundaries or from
overcrowded. I would encourage you to
having to get larger than they may think is
look carefully for longer‐term solutions
ideal, and since so many kids are bused, it
such as alternative models that will both
reduce the need for boundary changes and shouldn't affect transportation much. While
the talking points about keeping McKinley
reduce peoples' belief that they are
students together are nice, one wonders
entitled to have all of their children go to
what is happening to the other 60% of
the same school. For example, centralize
pre‐school programs in a couple locations McKinley students.
and have parents rank "neighborhood"
schools in order of preference so that some
balancing can be addressed that way. I
would also encourage you to make the
option schools more equitable by
abolishing sibling preference.

APS staff and the school board are going to
have to endure a great deal of whining. :‐)
My biggest concern with past boundary
moves is they have been very short‐
sighted; some of the previously under‐
enrolled schools were immediately
overcrowded. I would encourage you to
look carefully for longer‐term solutions.
Since we seem to be confronting boundary
changes every couple of years, it is past
time to consider some alternative models
that will both reduce the need for
boundary changes and reduce peoples'
belief that they are entitled to have all of
their children go to the same school. For
example, centralize pre‐school programs in
a couple locations and have parents rank
"neighborhood" schools in order of
preference so that some balancing can be
addressed that way. I would also encourage
you to make the option schools more
equitable by getting rid of sibling
preference. My family had children in
multiple elementary schools; we survived
just fine.

The data in the description above is
incomplete. It states that a “majority” of
McKinley students would move to Reed. Is
that majority 51%, 99%, or somewhere in
between. If not all students will move to
Reed, where will these other students go?
Ashlawn? Tuckahoe? The answer has
potentially significant impacts and I find it
problematic that the answer is not
provided.

Same issue as I describe above. Where will Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
the “minority” of McKinley students who
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
do not go to Reed go to school? And how
together in each school community as
large is this minority?
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Whether it will help for a couple of years or Strongly Support
truly be part of a long‐term solution. One
thing that's challenging is where to put
them; ideally they'd go near the center of
the county to be equally accessible to all,
but Arlington has this tendency to put
schools at the very edges of the county
which lead to some interesting attendance
zones, so maybe it would be best to put
option schools in those locations since so
many students are bused anyway.

Neighborhood schools should be prioritized Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined over option schools that the vast majority
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) of County students will have no interaction
with during their K‐12 years.
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

Strongly Support

Many challenges as noted above. As
mentioned above APS should understand
what the immersion program is. As Fairfax
county states, "the goals of the FCPS
immersion program are to foster grade
level academic achievement, develop
bilingualism and biliteracy as well as
intercultural competence." No where does
it state that the program needs to be
located where native speakers are located.
There is no merit to move the school from
the North to the South when there is
already an immersion program in the
South.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Neutral

Swaps of such distance mean most of
current ATS and Key students need to
accommodate their lives. Another concern
is the number of students who have to be
reassigned to another school. We should
respect the rights and feelings of 2400
students. (it's not just a figure!)

Swaps of such distance mean most of
current ATS, Key, Cambell students need to
accommodate their lives. Another concern
is the number of students who have to be
reassigned to another school. We should
respect the rights and feelings of 2100
students. (it's not just a figure!) Both Key
and Claremont locating in the southwest
region of Arlington is another challenge.
Key Immersion is currently serving the
eastern half of the County. This move
implies a complete change to the current
Claremont (west)/Key (east) zonings. Again,
although being Programs, these schools
have currently enrolled students and their
families have their lives planned based on
the said zonings. What's quoted in the
Washington Post article dated November
3rd is complete ignorance and disrespect
for such issues.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Any other options that avoid moving the
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined students (and separating friends)!
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

The waitlist of each option school needs
interpretation. There are families that
selected all the options just because it's
allowed. Some families may be seriously
considering that particular school and
others might not. Arlington should consider
purchasing land if needed in the Rosslyn
area (school demand is there!) (and also
sell land, if there's anything that's
underutilized. It's a matter of city planning.
Developers can also contribute to the
situation. Has Arlington considered any sort
of land value capture financing for schools?

The challenges are that Reed, Glebe and
Ashlawn will be over capacity in a few years
while Tuckahoe, Nottingham, Discovery and
Jamestown will be all under capacity ‐
pretty much exactly what we have now if
you swap Reed for McKinley. So APS is
going to spend money and resources to
move all the neighborhood kids out of
McKinley to Reed so we can basically end
up at the same result we have today ‐
terrific use of our limited county resources.
There are are multiple better plans to move
option programs that increase efficiency
and decreases busing ‐ and keep capacity
much more equitable across schools. APS
should invest the next six months into
improving their data and analytic capacity ‐
maybe hire a consultant ‐ to truly work
through the whole problem of moving
programs and creating new boundaries at
the same time. This rushed two‐step
process is based on bad data and can
disastrous mistakes can be avoided by
delaying the Feb board vote.

Both Proposal 1 and 2 are based on flawed
data ‐ APS should go back and fix their data,
invest in their analytic capacity and come
back in six months with proposals and
boundary scenarios that maximize
efficiency, reduce busing and balance
capacity across all APS schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Neutral
When moving an option program to a
neighborhood school ‐ what does that do to
the capacity of surrounding neighborhood
schools? Option programs should are
optional ‐ their needs should not outweigh
the capacity needs of neighborhood
schools.

Neutral

I support moving option programs if APS
invests in their analytic capacity to actually
find the best solution and not use bad data
in a rushed process.

None
The challenge is this solution does not
alleviate the overcrowding at McKinley and
Ashlawn. With any proposal to close
McKinley, this means that the new Reed
school will open at capacity and probably
over capacity within one year. The cost of
these moves hasn’t been determined. The
new school boundaries should be
developed at the same time that any
moves are approved. An option school
should be moved or closed before a
neighborhood school is closed. Bussing is a
huge cost.

The challenge is this solution does not
alleviate the overcrowding at McKinley and
Ashlawn. With any proposal to close
McKinley, this means that the new Reed
school will open at capacity and probably
over capacity within one year. The cost of
these moves hasn’t been determined. The
new school boundaries should be
developed at the same time that any
moves are approved. An option school
should be moved or closed before a
neighborhood school is closed. Bussing is a
huge cost.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Cost should be considered. Neighborhood Strongly Do Not Support
schools should take priority over options
school. Parents they choose options school
know their children could be on a bus so
location of the option school should not
matter. Please do not close any existing
neighborhood schools.

Strongly Do Not Support

Rethink the options school model.Look into
returning 750 23rd Street S into a
neighborhood school. It was a 1930s school
currently owned by Melwood. It could be a
great school within a Crystal city
neighborhood.Purchase a building a
Rosslyn rather than relying on what APS
already own.Slow down this process. From
attending PTA and civic association
meetings, not enough research has been
done to make a long lasting and decision.

I am not sure why APS is proposing to move
4 schools and invest in all the money to do
so, when this can be accomplished by
redrawing the boundaries. It appears to be
a shell game with not adding additional
seats. How can you really estimate the
number of students and determine that is
accurate. You are disrupting 4 communities
to make a change that does not result in
create net new seats.

There are no good opportunities for this
plan for Key immersion program. Carlin
Springs is too close to Claremont and there
are no advantages for the same program to
be within a mile. Key's current location is
perfect to allow close proximity to an
immersion program. The program is not
needed for only Spanish speakers. This is
racist comment and APS should stop say
that. It is a program available to anyone
who wants to learn two languages. Please
stop using that as a reason to move it to
the south of Arlington. It would not make
sense to move two immersion programs to
south Arlington and this would reduce the
access to North Arlington. Moving it to the
south could also skew the student numbers
and result in exacerbating the segregation
of those who obtain free / reduced lunch.
APS should learn how to not be
discriminating with the immersion program
from Fairfax county. They make the
program all inclusive and do not label the
program to be only located where there
native speaker reside.

546

547

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

No option schools would move

Reassigning nearly half of the students
being reassigned while losing walking units
would not be good for students and would
add more cars on the roads (from losing
walking units) which is not good for our
neighborhoods

A smaller overall percentage of students
would be reassigned and future capital
Efforts can focus on Columbia Pike. More
kids are able to get off the ATS waitlist.

547

548

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The opportunities with this scenario are
that children, like my daughter, would
remain at Arlington Science Focus School,
and be able to complete their education at
their own school with the same program,
the same administration, the same
teachers, and the same children that they
play soccer with (and I coach) and that they
participate in girl scouts and other activities
with instead of having to move from ASFS.
And it would allow my younger daughter to
join her sister at ASFS. It would also allow
our neighborhood (Lyon Village) to
continue to be a part of the ASFS
community, as opposed to the other
scenarios below.

There are challenges with every approach
and the data should be reviewed in detail
and shared with all stakeholders prior to
any decision. These percentages are based
on data collected and that data needs to be
shared and discussed in much more detail
than currently planned. These decisions
should not be made in stages with the
inherent unintended consequences. There
is very little transparency and a great deal
of uncertainty, which needs to be
addressed first and foremost.

I will use this space to further address the
challenges. In addition to my comments
below, there needs to be more
transparency and less uncertainty. APS
needs to discuss the data with parents,
particularly those at ASFS who would be
moved because of the major transition ‐
not just a building but an entire educational
program and student body.

548

549

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Helps families whose kids are enrolled in
option schools. One benefit is the
consistency for kids at option schools.

549

550

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

I am not sure. It would help to see the
current boundaries juxtaposed with the
potential new boundaries.

The location of Key would be more central
More buses, extended boundaries,
at the ATS building, creating neighborhood
continuing to have a school outside of its
seats in one area that needs them.
boundary. Does it solve the problem of
filling empty seats and reducing number of
students at schools that are at capacity?

The communities of McKinnley,ATS and Key
will complain loudly about being moved.
How many seats will we still be short
countywide? Will this plan solve the issue
of filling seats in schools that have them
and removing demand in over crowded
schools?

550

551

11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

I'm not sure what you're asking

I'm not sure what you're asking

Moving Key to ATS doesn't benefit the
immersion program at all and hurts the
current families who already attend Key. It
has a smaller capacity than what we have
now! The current location allows equal
access to an immersion program no matter
where you live. Have you thought about
the impact if most of the Key families don't
go to the new location and how this will
impact the neighborhood schools? Both of
these proposals feel like you've promised
the Key building to the Rosslyn/Courthouse
neighborhood and haven't truly given any
thought of how the Key students and
families can be happy.
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11/22/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Neutral

Neutral

As a family who lives in N Arlington and
Use all existing elementary schools to full
whose son goes to Key, we would no longer capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
enroll him in the option school. Carlin
together in each school community as
Springs is too far away from us.
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral

Neutral

The location of Carlin Springs for
Immersion is too close to Claremont and
then takes away the chance of having
locations for this program that gives access
to the program divided equally from all
parts of Arlington. This would make access
from the far North and East of the county
to immersion difficult. Campbell's program
is linked to having access to Long Branch
park ‐ ATS building does not serve this
locational purpose as well. Too many
moves of programs at once. Also many
students from Key Immersion might not
follow because the location is further. ATS
building is a better location for this
program.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support
When choosing a location for an option
school. If you are counting on
neighborhood school numbers, be sure that
the new building is somewhere that is
reasonable for current populations to
access the program. Consider if there is
something that requires that a program
remain at a certain location or if the
program can be implemented well in
another location. The two immersion
schools should not be too close to each
other.

Support

Make sure that you have clear data and
explanation for the big picture of why
schools need to be moved. Also,
communicating a vision or a plan for
accommodating the population growth
over the mid and long term. This will help
make it more palpable when you tell whole
school communities that they have to
move.

Moving Key to Carlin Springs doesn't
benefit the immersion program at all and
hurts the current families who already
attend Key. It also has a smaller capacity
than what we have now! Moving Key
students across the county within a mile of
the other immersion school makes no
sense. The current location allows equal
access to an immersion program no matter
where you live. Have you thought about
the impact if most of the Key families don't
go to the new location and how this will
impact the neighborhood schools? Both of
these proposals feel like you've promised
the Key building to the Rosslyn/Courthouse
neighborhood and haven't truly given any
thought of how the Key students and
families can be happy.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

I don't want you to move the option
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined schools. I also found the above very
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) confusing.
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

I'm against any of the moves because I feel
like more research needs to be done about
how moving Key will affect the entire
immersion program. Will people go to the
new location? Can neighborhood schools
handle a sudden influx of ex‐Key students?
What is the future of immersion? Also, I
also found the survey very confusing.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

A more coherent survey.
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

How about just asking, "Do you favor
moving school x "yes" or "no"? followed by
"Why" or "Why not?" That's all you need!
There is no way you're going to get enough
useful information from the people who
care most and are affected the most with
this baffling survey. I'll just note that we
send our kids to Key. If Key moves, as much
as we love it, we'd have to send our kids to
our neighborhood school, which is Taylor. I
suspect we're not the only ones. Has the
board considered whether Taylor can
accommodate the sudden influx of
students who can't follow Key to its new
location? I'm sure this sort of thing applies
to all the proposed moves. At the very least
the board should slow down, do more
research and get more information. These
moves will break important bonds and
friendships between students and teachers,
disrupt families, disrupt momentum
students have with their curriculum and so
much more for what? It's not worth it.

Creating more neighborhood seats in high‐
growth Rosslyn and allow future efforts to
focus on Columbia Pike. Moving Campbell
and Immersion schools to more central
locations.

This is nearly the same. Please see the
This proposal addresses McKinley but
response above.
ignores ASFS students who would be
moving to Key. There is no discussion in this
proposal or any other proposal about how
they will dramatically affect the ASFS
students. Those of us in Lyon Village (like
my daughter), Clarendon, and other areas
would be moved to Key. I have spoken with
Reid Goldstein and many parents about
these issues and the ASFS students who
would be moved to Key need to be
addressed now. These "school moves"
should not be done without the boundary
plans. Under these proposals, the ASFS
students would have perhaps the most
difficult transitions of all students because
everything would start over ‐ not just the
move to a new building like most of these
other schools. If our kids from ASFS are
moved to Key, we need to start discussing
it now and how the new program at Key
would be an exceptional program, and APS
would need to ensure that it works hand‐in‐
hand with the parents from the beginning
to develop that program.

All changes result in uncertainty and
Families who live in north Arlington and
whose kids are at Key will likely continue to instability for the kids, especially the
enroll their kids at the relocation site for
youngest.
Key (ATS).

This is nearly the same. Please see the
response above.

Reassigning as few students as possible
should be the priority for the county as it is
very disruptive and stressful for the
students. We should be thinking about that
emotional impact these decisions have on
our children.

‐ podria continuar en el programa opcional ‐ no enfrentaría ningun desafio, a menos
de inmersión en español. ‐ mantendria el
que APS decida hacer otro cambio de
mismo medio de transporte.
limites escolares en los proximos 5 años.

‐ considero que no existen oportunidades
en esta opcion.

Strongly Do Not Support
‐El impacto en las familias que colaboran
con cada escuela. ‐El impacto en el
desarrollo y vinculo social de los
estudiantes. ‐ El impacto economico que
recibiran las escuelas a consecuencia del
cambio en el PTA. ‐ El impacto de la
perdida de staff calificado que hace que los
programas sean un exito o fracasen. ‐ la
proximidad de dos o mas escuelas que
ofrezca similares beneficios, reduce la
opción de expandir los beneficios de estos
programas a otras areas del condado.

Strongly Do Not Support

‐ considerar la construcción de nuevas
escuelas en areas de rapido crecimiento. ‐
Considerar que cambios en los programas
opcionales de las escuelas primarias van a
caisar un gran efecto en los programas
avanzados de middle y highschool. ‐
Considerar diferentes medios de transporte
de acuerdo a las necesidades de cada
escuela. Vouchers‐ carpooling‐ smaller
buses

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Permitir a alumnos que comiencen un
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined programa bilingüe terminar su programa
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) de escuela primaria.
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Ridiculous traffic.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Neutral
What impact it will have on the
neighborhood to which it is moved,
including traffic, walk zones, etc. You
should also consider GETTING RID OF some
option schools to make them neighborhood
schools. Option schools are truly a luxury
that we cannot have anymore due to the #
of students in the school system.

Strongly Support

Please, please, please, do not increase the
need for transportation. In addition to costs
and logistics, walking to school is a healthy
thing for kids to do, and it is a strategic
community building strategy. Look at the
research into the benefits students get out
of walking to school.

The best opportunity for this scenario is for
it to be scrapped completely and
reassessed to: 1) minimize the number of
children to be moved from existing
neighborhood schools (from McKinley,
specifically) 2) reduce the number of buses
on the road, as adding more is an
unnecessary safety risks to our children, to
include more pollution, increased traffic
density and associated costs to taxpayers
for upkeep and further wear to roads, etc.
3) Provide tax breaks to neighborhoods
that would lose a school as it will adversely
impact property values

Too many to list but the scenario does not
reflect a holistic long‐term focused
assessment of what the community needs
or wants. Children will be stressed without
need when forced to move without option;
option schools that have historically
remained at partial capacity will remain as
such; added traffic and costs for more
buses on the road is an avoidable issue that
places our children in danger and makes for
longer days; reduced property values for
neighborhoods losing a school (avoidable).
The county should revisit the underlying
reasoning, impact, and focus of our option
schools before moving forward. At what
cost should their continuation depend at
the expense of others, especially if it means
dislodging a considerable number of
students and disrupting thriving
neighborhood schools? Do they/should
they have a louder voice to APS
administrators? Options are valuable, and
certainly beneficial—but to what extent,
especially given this debate?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Do Not Support
Why do option schools have a greater
"vote" than neighborhood schools? It is
time to reassess the option schools model,
especially regarding those programs
chronically under capacity. Increased
busing means more traffic, greater danger
and stress to our children and reduces
property values.

Strongly Support

The county should revisit the underlying
reasoning, impact, and focus of our option
schools before moving forward. At what
cost should their continuation depend at
the expense of others, especially if it means
dislodging a considerable number of
students and disrupting thriving
neighborhood schools? Do they/should
they have a louder voice to APS
administrators? Options are valuable, and
certainly beneficial—but to what extent,
especially given this debate?

Main opportunity is for an improved
proposal that considered all 3 phases at the
same time as well as consider ALL APS
elementary buildings as potential
neighborhood schools. Without knowing
the boundary changes associated with
these program shifts, we don't actually
know the true impacts to the proposed
moves to our neighborhood school student
populations. Please delay any vote until all
3 phases are combined into a single process
for a true county‐wide long‐term solution.
The proposal states that it tries to keep as
many walking to neighborhood schools
together as possible. The 2 proposals
appear to only take into account a few
schools and therefor self‐limits other
potential options that might be better to
meet this need. Additionally, since 3
program moves proposed are “choice”
programs that are available county‐wide,
then a full county‐wide analysis should be
implemented.

Biggest challenge: that this proposal isn’t a
long‐term solution. Trying to keep as many
walking to neighborhood schools as
possible? It appears to only take into
account a few schools and therefor self‐
limits other potential options that might be
better to meet this need. Additionally,
since 3 programs are “choice” programs
that are available county‐wide, then a full
county‐wide analysis should be
implemented. The proposal also states that
a focus is to increase access to option
schools. Why? Has an actual dedicated
analysis been completed to find out if
increasing these choice options is the right
move to begin with? Why do families chose
these schools? (if it’s to get out an
undesirable neighborhood school, we
should improve those neighborhood
schools) Would families go to an option
school regardless of location? What
programs are widely wanted? Are we, as a
county, willing to prioritize options schools
great walkable neighborhood schools?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support
Consider ALL building options across the
county ‐ no school is off the table ‐ when
attempting to maximize walk zones for
potential neighborhood schools. MUST
consider AT THE SAME TIME for a true long‐
term solution ‐ boundary shifts, capital
improvements, future county growth areas.

Do Not Support

Delay the board vote on Phase I. Without
looking at program moves along with
boundary changes and capital
improvements together, and for the ENTIRE
county, we will be locked into a course of
action at phase I that might be regrettable
come phases II &III. You can't achieve long‐
term and county‐wide vision using a partial
view.

Once again, any opportunities would be
‐ McKinley was recently redesigned and
rebuilt to be a neighborhood. This proposal outweighed by the fact that a small percent
of Arlington families are interested in
would mean all the budgets spent on the
remodel would be essentially wasted. ‐ The moving schools.
streets around McKinley were fixed this
year so more students could walk to
McKinley. If it become a choice school, a
smaller amount of students would be using
those streets to walk to school. ‐ The Key
program was strategically placed in a
neighborhood with more Latino students,
so they could benefit from having the
program nearby. This would be much less
convenient having the program at ATS.

‐ It is unclear if families are going to move
into the dense housing communities in the
Rosslyn and Columbia Pike areas, as
opposed to more growth in the
neighborhood‐style housing. ‐ This plan is
essentially the same as the previous one,
except Carlin Springs and Campbell are also
getting roped in. Once again, consider the
fact that very few Arlington families are
interested in moving schools. ‐ Before
taking this plan into action, it would be
important to consider how much this would
cost, and what the budget is for moving
that many schools

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Do Not Support
At W‐L, not every student is required to
take the IB program. Instead, students and
families can choose what is best for them,
making W‐L both a magnet and a
neighborhood school. Similar things could
be done with the elementary choice
options, such as ATS.

Do Not Support

There are alternate solutions to the
population problem, other than moving
schools, that should be considered here.

Cero oportunidades
‐ cambios en el medio transporte ‐
preocupación que la capacidad del edificio
de ATS no pueda albergar el actual numero
de estudiantes en KEY. ‐ si la
infraestructura no es adecuada, tendria que
considerar salirme del programa de
inmersión en español y atender la escuela
del vecinal. ‐ interrupe el desarrollo y
vinculo social que se ha creado durante
estos años entre compañeros de aula que
posiblemente tendran que cambiar de
escuela.
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11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or I don't see opportunities here, unless you
High School Student in APS
count the opportunity to create traffic
nightmares and transportation expenses.

Quite frankly, it is STUPID to move students
who can walk to school to a bus route. As
an example, If you put the Ashlawn
boundary the way you have it, you are
moving an entire planning unit ‐ 13040 ‐
away from Ashlawn, when it literally takes
LESS THAN 10 minutes from anywhere in
that unit to walk to Ashlawn. Some houses
only need about 3 mins to get there. You
also have students from across Route 50
going to both McKinley and Ashlawn when
there are schools right there. You will be
creating much more traffic and added
transportation expenses for the school
system.

Option #1 preserves the Campbell outdoor It looks like you may end up with too many
students in the centrally located
program and likely creates less
traffic/driving all around the county. Quite neighborhood schools.
frankly, I'm not sure why ATS doesn't
become a neighborhood school? Or, why
wouldn't ATS move to one of the
neighborhood schools that is under‐
enrolled?
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11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The best opportunity for this scenario is for
it to be scrapped completely and
reassessed to: 1) minimize the number of
children to be moved from existing
neighborhood schools (from McKinley,
specifically) 2) reduce the number of buses
on the road, as adding more is an
unnecessary safety risks to our children, to
include more pollution, increased traffic
density and associated costs to taxpayers
for upkeep and further wear to roads, etc.
3) Provide tax breaks to neighborhoods
that would lose a school as it will adversely
impact property values

Too many to list but the scenario does not
reflect a holistic long‐term focused
assessment of what the community needs
or wants. Children will be stressed without
need when forced to move without option;
option schools that have historically
remained at partial capacity will remain as
such; added traffic and costs for more
buses on the road is an avoidable issue that
places our children in danger and makes for
longer days; reduced property values for
neighborhoods losing a school (avoidable).
The county should revisit the underlying
reasoning, impact, and focus of our option
schools before moving forward. At what
cost should their continuation depend at
the expense of others, especially if it means
dislodging a considerable number of
students and disrupting thriving
neighborhood schools? Do they/should
they have a louder voice to APS
administrators? Options are valuable, and
certainly beneficial—but to what extent,
especially given this debate?

The best opportunity for this scenario is for
it to be scrapped completely and
reassessed to: 1) minimize the number of
children to be moved from existing
neighborhood schools (from McKinley,
specifically) 2) reduce the number of buses
on the road, as adding more is an
unnecessary safety risks to our children, to
include more pollution, increased traffic
density and associated costs to taxpayers
for upkeep and further wear to roads, etc.
3) Provide tax breaks to neighborhoods
that would lose a school as it will adversely
impact property values

Too many to list but the scenario does not
reflect a holistic long‐term focused
assessment of what the community needs
or wants. Children will be stressed without
need when forced to move without option;
option schools that have historically
remained at partial capacity will remain as
such; added traffic and costs for more
buses on the road is an avoidable issue that
places our children in danger and makes for
longer days; reduced property values for
neighborhoods losing a school (avoidable).
The county should revisit the underlying
reasoning, impact, and focus of our option
schools before moving forward. At what
cost should their continuation depend at
the expense of others, especially if it means
dislodging a considerable number of
students and disrupting thriving
neighborhood schools? Do they/should
they have a louder voice to APS
administrators? Options are valuable, and
certainly beneficial—but to what extent,
especially given this debate?
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11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The main opportunity is to not use this
version and redraw ALL potential school
buildings, regardless of program, to
maximize walkable boundaries before
starting any conversations. Multiple phased
approach will not get us to a long term
solution. Without looking at program
moves along with boundary changes and
capital improvements together we will be
locked into a course of action at phase I
that might be regrettable come phases II
&III. Phased is a very short sited approach
that has long term impacts. Your FAQs even
recognize this at Proposals Q3. Not
addressing demographics and desire for
school proximity at the same time a
program shifts and capital improvement
planning, decisions are premature. The
FAQs state urgent capacity needs are being
addressed. This does not make sense with
the proposals offered. Shifting around
several overcrowded schools to other
overcrowded schools is bad math. Delay a
vote until all aspects are used for a true
long‐term solution.

This proposal has not taken into
consideration all buildings as potential
options for neighborhood schools. Similar
answer to above: Without looking at
program moves along with boundary
changes and capital improvements ‐ all
together and across the ENTIRE county ‐ we
will be locked into a course of action at
phase I that might be regrettable come
phases II and III. This is a very short sited
approach that has long term impacts. The
FAQs on the engaged website even
recognize this at Proposals Q3: How is
demographics addressed in these
proposals? Not addressing demographics
and desire for school proximity at the same
time a program shifts and capital
improvement planning, decisions are
premature.

Main opportunity is for an improved
proposal that considered all 3 phases at the
same time. Without knowing the boundary
changes associated with these program
shifts, we don't actually know the true
impacts to the proposed moves county‐
wide. Please delay any vote until all three
phases are combined into a single process
for a true county‐wide long‐term solution.
The proposal states that it tries to keep as
many walking to neighborhood schools
together as possible. The 2 proposals
appear to only take into account a few
schools and therefor self‐limits other
potential options that might be better to
meet this need. Additionally, since 2‐3
program moves proposed are “choice”
programs that are available county‐wide,
then a full county‐wide analysis should be
implemented.

Trying to keep as many walking to
neighborhood schools as possible? It
appears to only take into account a few
schools and therefor self‐limits other
potential options that might be better to
meet this need. Additionally, since 2
programs are “choice” programs that are
available county‐wide, then a full county‐
wide analysis should be implemented. The
proposal also states that a focus is to
increase access to option schools. Why?
Has an actual dedicated analysis been
completed to find out if increasing these
choice options is the right move to begin
with? Why do families chose these schools?
(if it’s to get out an undesirable
neighborhood school, we should improve
those neighborhood schools) Would
families go to an option school regardless
of location? What programs are widely
wanted? Are we, as a county, willing to
prioritize options schools great walkable
neighborhood schools?

557

558

11/23/2019 I am an APS Student

There are very few, considering the fact
that APS already faces problems with its
busses. I myself have been affected by the
Arlington bus system, or lack thereof. If this
plan would involve purchasing more
busses, I would suggest doing that no
matter which plan is chosen.

In my opinion, the opportunities are very
Most Arlington families would not be
interested in moving schools, which would limited, because nearly none of the
make the plan harder to put into action. A Arlington community would like to move
schools.
better alternate plan would be giving all
Arlington elementary students a choice
between the closest schools, as well as the
magnet schools. For example, a McKinley
student who lives within walking distance
from Ashlawn could opt to go to Ashlawn
instead.

No está claro cuáles serían las fronteras de Alumnos de Key de habla hispana que viven
la escuela Key.
en el area de Fleet no tendrían la
oportunidad de acabar el programa
bilingüe en la escuela primaria Key.

‐ cambios en el medio transporte ‐
preocupación que la capacidad del edificio
de CS no pueda albergar el actual numero
de estudiantes en KEY. ‐ si la
infraestructura no es adecuada, tendria que
considerar salirme del programa de
inmersión en español y atender la escuela
del vecinal. ‐ interrupe el desarrollo y
vinculo social que se ha creado durante
estos años entre compañeros de aula que
posiblemente tendran que cambiar de
escuela. ‐ la proximidad de los 2 programas
de inmersión, KEY y CLAREMONT, en el
area sur de Arlington, deja a los residentes
del norte de Arlington sin opcion de un
programa de inmersión que sea
conveniente y cercano a su vivienda. ‐ APS
necesita obtener mas data para poder
justificar esta opcion. Incluir posibles
escenarios del resultado de esta
modificación y como afectaria en un futuro
la distribución de los estudiantes de
immersion en los niveles mas avanzados de
educacion media (middle school) y
secundaria (high school)

Alumnos de Key de habla hispana que viven
en el area de Fleet tendrían la oportunidad
de acabar el programa bilingüe en la
escuela primaria Key.

Support

Do Not Support

558

559

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

559

560

11/23/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in an option school , I am the
Parent or Guardian of a Middle or High
School Student in APS

560

561

11/23/2019 I am an APS Staff Member

561

562

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of an Elementary Student in APS
enrolled in an option school

562

563

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

563

564

11/23/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

Disruption of families pushback on central
office waste of money and time

The challenges are the disruption of
families. Boundary changes are a part of
public schools, but the entire Options
School program should be scrapped and
replaced by building capacity for specialty
programs at each school. APS should have a
Great Neighborhood School in Every
Neighborhood. The money and time spent
on addressing the needs of Options Schools
at the expense of the vast majority of
schools is an inefficient use of finite
resources.

Some students will need to change schools,
Key has a permanent building capacity of
but this is different than moving entire
653 students. The two schools under
schools, and uprooting entire programs.
consideration for housing the Key
immersion program have significantly
smaller permanent building capacities: ATS
(465) and Carlin Springs (585). The Key
population will NOT fit. The Representative
Boundaries scenario demonstrates
Arlington's commitment to growing the
Spanish immersion program. The FAQ panel
responses make it clear that they are not
considering this factor. Responses can be
insulting when "canned" responses make it
sound like moving Key will somehow help
grow the program, when in fact, the
opposite is true. Repeatedly stating that
option programs can be housed in any
building does not make it true. This
underestimates the essential relationships
in the option school communities that help
these programs thrive. Please delay
decisions on any school program location
moves and combine the process of
considering program location moves in
conjunction with the redrawing boundaries
process.

I don't see "opportunities" as the
appropriate term. The fact of the matter is
that Arlington Counties continued and
unabated partnership with developers has
only led to higher density that brings with it
infrastructure challenges. In this context,
schools have been strained to capacity, yet
there is no reassessment done on this drive
for higher density or controlled growth;
you only need to look at the Amazon deal
to understand that. Let's be clear, this is
not about opportunity. This is about
shuffling the deck by a governing
organization that has brought on this mess
themselves. This is about morphing one
problem (over crowded schools) into
another (total disregard for the county
citizens and their ideal for having a
neighborhood). Many of us who live in
Arlington chose to do so because we share
similar perspectives and prioritize
community, consensus, and cooperation
over building large homes with fences. This
motion to rezone schools is an affront to
what we stand for.

Minimal. Please delay decisions on any
school program location moves and
combine the process of considering
program location moves in conjunction
with the redrawing boundaries process.

Key has a permanent building capacity of
653 students. ATS has a significantly smaller
permanent building capacities of 465
students. The Key population will NOT fit.
This does not demonstrate APS supporting
the growth of Spanish immersion
programs. There are notably fewer Spanish
speaking households in the vicinity of ATS
than Key. We deeply appreciate APS’ public
statement that it is “committed to
strengthening the dual‐language Immersion
K‐12 Pathway.” However, we do not have
any visibility into APS’ plans to strengthen
immersion—we have only seen proposals
that limit it.

Comment are the same as above. Find a
way to build more neighborhood schools to
account for the higher density the county
has been advocating for and implementing
for years. Give families the ability to choose
other neighborhood schools that fit the
child's need. This would also help balance
out and provide flexibility when it comes to
planning units and school capacity.

A total disregard for the communities that
advocated for and spear headed many of
these schools, including Reed. Based on the
mapping, a planning unit that was
instrumental in many of Westover's
community things, including farmers
market and the school itself, is yet again
assigned to another school that is not
walking distance, requires crossing a major
road, and separates the students from their
neighbors. You are breaking up other
schools, and moving option schools, to
solve a problem brought on by push for
development. You can't keep building more
density when there is no space for schools.
It's common sense, yet those in power who
advocated for this received their
immediate incentives while pushing the
problem down the road. Now we have to
deal with this. It is disgraceful. The
challenge is that every single member of
Arlington County government and APS
administration deserves to be voted out for
putting us in this place.

Comments are the same as above. The fact
is neither option is good. You think these
proposals and decisions do not impact
families; kids are resilient, etc. The fact is,
you have families experience an
unacceptable amount of anxiety, especially
those who have children with special needs
and have located their homes within
certain school zones that under these new
proposals would move them to zones that
would be damaging to the students and the
family.

So many! Moves too many students, splits
neighborhoods, terrible from a "walkable"
perspective and encouragement of
community at elementary schools which
arises from all living in proximity

Like that this gives Rosslyn a neighborhood Undue burden on Dominion Hills
school.
neighborhood, which has already had part
of its students moved from WL HS to YHS
and had threatened moves from very
walkable Swanson to Kenmore, as well as
constant discussion of moving elementary
school boundaries. Because APS projections
have proved wildly inaccurate for Ashlawn
& McKinley, both continue to be
overcrowded despite additions. This seems
like it would just ensure continued
overcrowding at Ashlawn and probably
Reed.

Students will miss friends from old school. Don't know.
Sounds as if the shifts of boundaries will
happen sooner rather than later, so may as Parents may have longer travel times to the
new school.
well start now.

Sounds like moderately more bussing.

Minimal. Please delay decisions on any
school program location moves and
combine the process of considering
program location moves in conjunction
with the redrawing boundaries process.

Disruption of families pushback on central
office waste of money and time

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral
How about consider eliminating the
Options Schools Program? A small number
of children and parents would be impacted
and the vast majority of students in APS
would benefit.

It does not make any sense. Moving to
Carlin Springs would place both immersion
elementary schools in the southwest
quadrant of the county, and all APS
immersion schools in South Arlington. It
places Key outside of its boundary. Moving
Campbell is also completely unnecessary in
an area where strong relationships in the
community have strengthened its program
(especially the outdoor learning areas).
Again, uprooting entire programs is more
problematic than moving students to
different schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Please delay decisions on any school
program location moves and combine the
process of considering program location
moves in conjunction with the redrawing
boundaries process. Uprooting entire
schools and programs (to their detriment)
is different than moving students.

The biggest challenge here is sending your
poorest group of children to one of your
worst facilities. While I see the benefits of
this change from a system‐wide lens, it is
UNACCEPTABLE to me that you even have a
school in Arlington with SUCH a higher rate
of poverty than any other school (including
other Title I schools). If you are
redistricting, you should do something to
spread out more of these students. Even
with an amazing staff of teachers at Carlin
Springs, it is incredibly challenging to
support so many needs in one building. As
it stands, there are other schools with a
MUCH HIGHER resource to need ratio, and I
am appalled that you aren't considering
remedying this situation with your
proposed changes. If this option is the one
selected, it is essential that you PRIORITIZE
a new building for the Campbell site. That
said, it still won't address the larger issue
that people in power are sweeping under
the rug.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Undue burden on Dominion Hills
neighborhood, which has already had part
of its students moved from WL HS to YHS
and had threatened moves from very
walkable Swanson to Kenmore, as well as
constant discussion of moving elementary
school boundaries. Because APS projections
have proved wildly inaccurate for Ashlawn
& McKinley, both continue to be
overcrowded despite additions. This seems
like it would just ensure continued
overcrowding at Ashlawn and probably
Reed. In addition, this breaks up so many
ES communities! Choice schools are one
thing, but "neighborhood schools" should
be definition be neighborhoods, with
ongoing boundaries as much as possible.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Undue burden on low income families;
Neutral
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined access to public transportation for families
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

I don't have the knowledge to know.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Comments are the same as above.
Comments are the same as above. I will
add that I question the point of this survey?
Is it simply to collect a census of what is the
most popular so you can select that and
claim you engaged the community, e.g., the
arlington way? The opportunity is to revisit
this whole process and put the whole child
and complete family first. Start giving
choices back to the families, where maybe
there are a couple neighborhood schools to
"vote" for and see how things play out. This
will likely balance things out where some
families choose schools where capacity isn't
an issue, while others choose schools based
on the program and the need of their
children.

I don't have the knowledge to know.

Strongly Support

Expand the schools we have instead of
building new schools. Eliminate Options
Schools. With the student population
explosion, the demand for Options Schools
will increase and APS will be in the same
situation 2 years from now. The pushback
will be temporary, but the benefit will be
felt by APS students forever.

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Please delay decisions on any school
program location moves and combine the
process of considering program location
moves in conjunction with the redrawing
boundaries process.

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

The schools you wish to move have built an Support
identity in the buildings they are in and on
the grounds they occupy. You should look
at obtaining other properties to build more
schools, including community centers.

Facilities needed for the school's programs. Strongly Support
Availability of space for the school's
extracurricular recreational opportunities
Consideration of how site choices may
affect downstream needs for middle school
classrooms and facilities.

Strongly Do Not Support

Support

Support

Provide a mechanism for families to elect a
different neighborhood school. The sad fact
is that you have created an untenable
situation between the school capacity issue
and the real estate issues due to Amazon.
Families, including ourselves, do not even
have an option to move within Arlington at
this point, to a school that would fit our
kids and family needs. Instead, we will
remain zoned at a school that 1) is not walk
able, 2) does not work well with special
needs, 3) separates us from our neighbors
who go to another schools, and 4) causes
an amount of anxiety and anger within our
household that is incredibly destructive.
This is not just a map and numbers game.
Those of you who think it is should be
ashamed of yourselves.

565

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or I don't see opportunities.
High School Student in APS

I breaks up neighborhood attendance zones Opens neighborhood school in Ballston‐
around schools, adds to busing.
Rosslyn area, makes good use of Reed walk
zone, keeps most of McKinley community
together with many able to walk, moves
the options schools. I think options schools
should always be open to moving, because
they are county wide programs and
received the expensive benefit of busing.

565

566

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

none that I'm aware of
Under this scenario there are more
neighborhood schools to spread the kids
out over, allowing for less overcrowding of
N arlington schools. I find this very
desirable. I also think that this keeps kids
more closely aligned with their
neighborhood friends. It keeps the options
schools where they are, which makes many
people happy, including me. McKinley
walkers get to stay walkers and don't have
to be bussed. (this is not me, but I'd like to
have McK stay a neighborhood school) This
is the best option!!

None that I can see. I do not like this
option.

566

567

11/23/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

I don’t see any

Moving programs makes sense to me. But Can’t you reduce the moves of kids so less This one seems absurd.
why aren’t the programs and boundaries all buses.? Can’t you add space at ATS instead
being done at once? What about ATS and of all this shifting by doing an addition?
McKinley kids swapping buildings? Reed a
new neighborhood school and keep Key as
is but find a way to build a neighborhood
program in the Rosslyn area or lease space
for such a program in an office building.
Perhaps for K‐2.

567

568

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of an Elementary Student in APS
enrolled in an option school

568

569

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

569

570

11/23/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

570

571

11/23/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in a neighborhood school , I
am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS

There are many challenges with this
scenario. Why would we opt to add buses
and increase the budget in this area when
we are already tight on resources as we are
told every year? This scenario caters to the
option schools. These families are choosing
to go to these schools and transportation is
provided so these schools could be placed
anywhere in the county versus making
neighborhood schools and walking a
priority.

571

572

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or This seems like a bad outcome, but I don't
High School Student in APS
feel i understand it very well. It seems like
we should not need to add more busses.

I can understand people at McKinley don't
I like this much better. Parents in choice
Why in the world would we move peple
like it and I can understand why
around AND require more busses? I' simply schools should be willing to move‐‐they
not getting this
made a choice to attend the school
because they value the pedagogy. One of
our children attended a choice school‐‐it
was great, but we understood it was out
choice. I like the idea of keeping McKinley
intact. The Reed School is not near any
county borders. MckInley is on the edge of
Arlington and makes more sense, to me, as
a choice school

I think reducing walking and adding busy
should be a last resort and is short sighted.
It is better to enlarge schools or move
programs than have more kids riding buses
and polluting our air.

I see few benefits for my family in this
proposal. My son walks to ATS, my
daughter is bussed to McKinley. In the
proposal, they will both change schools and
now both be bused. Worse, my daughter
loses a significant number of her friends in
the move as the student body of McKinley
is disbursed across many schools. And now
ATS students are bused even further than
previously as McKinley is further west and
less central.

None.

More students and schools affected than
other plans

None

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

I really didn't have an opinion on the above Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined ranking.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Don't remove neighborhood schools. We
need as many neighborhood schools as
possible. Taking McKinley to allow ASFS to
have its own neighborhood school is
robbing one school to pay another, where
both are in high growth zones.

Support

Do Not Support

Keep McK a neighborhood school and go
with the Representative boundary option.
Do not move the option schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

What is a “school”. The Program? The
students? That is unclear. But since option
school students are largely bused then
moving that program to an under‐utilized
space makes sense and preserve walkable
seats in neighborhood schools. Finding
more space in neighborhoods is what is
needed. Find ways to have smaller
programs in community center or office
buildings. Or build more schools. Where
kids can walk to.

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Limiting APS buses is a lot more than about
money. It is about more sustainable living
and healthier students.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Minimal compared to previous 2 options

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

this is unfair to the Carlin Springs
community. The school was designed to
house the unique county‐wide programs
that this school provides and the students
do not deserve to be moved to an older,
smaller school. This scenario also puts both
Spanish Immersion schools in South
Arlington, increasing the time on the bus
for students who want to attend from the
north side of Arlington.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

When moving schools to new sites, it
Strongly Support
should first be looked at whether it is worth
uprooting a current neighborhood school
to make it easier for option school
participants. Many option schools in the
county are not as diverse as the
neighborhood schools so you would be
increasing the disparity between those
families and at times making it unfair to the
neighborhood students. Likewise, Arlington
continues to make cuts to the budget,
moving students who could walk to school
to another location that requires a bus is
not responsible in this way as well as
environmentally unsound.

Strongly Support

How does APS reach out to low‐income
families and inform and encourage them to
apply to these county‐wide option schools?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

no comment
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

It has always been astonishing to me that
such a small county, with relatively high
density, has so many buses. They cause
congestion, pollute the air, and cost
taxpayers a ton of money. They take time
from the kid;s day. They work against
healthy habits

Seems to have benefits of option 1. Moving Slightly more moving parts‐‐moving three
option schools instead of two.
immersion to area with more Spanish
speakers would be very good for
immersion. The Key community seems very
upset about moving, so maybe this would
alleviate some of their disappointment.

564

None that I can see. I do not like this
It appears that by making McKinley an
option school, we end up overcrowding all option.
of the schools that get the overflow, to
include Reed, Glebe, Ashlawn, and maybe
others. The families at the option schools
end up upset by the moves. McKinley
families that wouldn't go to Reed under the
representative scenario will be upset by
having to be bussed. McKinley construction
for the arts ends up going to waste.

It appears that by making McKinley an
option school, we end up overcrowding all
of the schools that get the overflow, to
include Reed, Glebe, Ashlawn, and maybe
others. The families at the option schools
end up upset by the moves. McKinley
families that wouldn't go to Reed under the
representative scenario will be upset by
having to be bussed. McKinley construction
for the arts ends up going to waste.

This plan is just as bad as the first proposal
I am disappointed that the proposal ends
with the same issues for my family.
McKinley as a school and I am not happy
that ATS will move only to become yet
another option school. The proposal is
incredibly disruptive to a significant
amount of families and double for me as a
parent of both a Mckinley student and an
ATS student. Only ATS is walkable for us so
moving McKinley to Reed is not helpful and
moving ATS anywhere else is worse for us.
We understand that planning for growing
populations is very difficult, but we never
imagined that the proposals would be so
disruptive.

Still a big percentage of students will not be More room for the special program
able to walk to school.
schools; less disruption to neighborhood
schools; allows for growth in areas where
attendance is expected to increase

Nobody like the move. Choice school
This seems to make a great deal of sense
parents‐‐and again I speak as a choice
because it frees up space in densly
school parent‐‐need to be flexible.
populated parts of arlington where
overcrowding is worst, while making smart
use of the centrally located reed school

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

I cannot tell from your published materials
what the opportunities vs. challenges are
for any of your three scenarios. Your
materials are unclear on the most
important aspect ‐ i.e.. exactly which
homes are going to be reassigned to some
other school, and which school they will go
to in each case. I live in the Barrett
Elementary district and cannot tell from
your materials which homes will be
reassigned to which schools.
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573

11/23/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

I cannot tell from your published materials
what the opportunities vs. challenges are
for any of your three scenarios. Your
materials are unclear on the most
important aspect ‐ i.e.. exactly which
homes are going to be reassigned to some
other school, and which school they will go
to in each case. I live in the Barrett
Elementary district and cannot tell from
your materials which homes will be
reassigned to which schools.

I cannot tell from your published materials
what the opportunities vs. challenges are
for any of your three scenarios. Your
materials are unclear on the most
important aspect ‐ i.e.. exactly which
homes are going to be reassigned to some
other school, and which school they will go
to in each case. I live in the Barrett
Elementary district and cannot tell from
your materials which homes will be
reassigned to which schools.
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574

11/23/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

One shift by everyone at one time

More transportation costs
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575

11/23/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

575

576

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

576

577

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

I think the way the map is drawn is
misleading. The numbers you have
provided in the excel sheet posted on
11/22 show that you are unnecessarily
moving planning units. I think that unless
we have clear numbers, we cannot make a
decision on this process.

I think there is a lack of transparency in APS
and how this boundary scenario was
drawn. Planning units are moved from
Taylor to ASFS even though they are not in
the ASFS walk zone, and are not east of
ASFS (so as to connect to the rest of the
asfs boundary). I imagine you will find
similar issues with McKinley and Ashlawn.
It is a bad idea to form decisions on
improper data.

577

578

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

None.

I think that the representative boundaries None.
scenario was purposely drawn in a odd
manner to give the impression that merely
changing boundaries without moving
schools will lead to odd results ‐‐ including
that Ashlawn and McKinley will have long
extended boundaries. I think the data was
manipulated to only support APS's desire to
make its proposals seem like moving
schools is the only solution. IT IS NOT.
Boundary changes, if done correctly, could
solve the challenges APS faces.

This scenario does not represent any sort of
"ideal" or "best case," which would be a
more logical baseline. Such baseline would
better balance enrollment across all
schools to allow for growth, particularly in
areas where growth is expected (e.g., NOT
the northern‐most parts of the county).
Instead, this map appears to have more
symmetrical boundaries in the north and
then more abstract toward the south. Why
not start where more neighborhood seats
are needed, which may result in a
completely different map?

I like the fact that there is an attempt to
keep school communities together.
However, I do not think that you are being
transparent in this process. Simple
summation on your excel sheet shows that
there are kids that will move that do not
need to and that you are misrepresenting
the number of kids that move with each
scenario.

I cannot tell from your published materials
what the opportunities vs. challenges are
for any of your three scenarios. Your
materials are unclear on the most
important aspect ‐ i.e.. exactly which
homes are going to be reassigned to some
other school, and which school they will go
to in each case. I live in the Barrett
Elementary district and cannot tell from
your materials which homes will be
reassigned to which schools.

I cannot tell from your published materials
what the opportunities vs. challenges are
for any of your three scenarios. Your
materials are unclear on the most
important aspect ‐ i.e.. exactly which
homes are going to be reassigned to some
other school, and which school they will go
to in each case. I live in the Barrett
Elementary district and cannot tell from
your materials which homes will be
reassigned to which schools.

I cannot tell from your published materials
what the opportunities vs. challenges are
for any of your three scenarios. Your
materials are unclear on the most
important aspect ‐ i.e.. exactly which
homes are going to be reassigned to some
other school, and which school they will go
to in each case. I live in the Barrett
Elementary district and cannot tell from
your materials which homes will be
reassigned to which schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

There is absolutely no way the majority of
McKinley students can move to Reed and
still leave room for other walkable students
to attend Reed (e.g., Tuckahoe planning
units). This is a major flaw and is indicative
of the lack of a data‐driven analytical
process to develop school move proposals.
Considering that APS ranked McKinley
suitable in only 1 of 4 factors for an option
school, what process did APS staff follow to
arrive at this proposal? Turning the
McKinley site into an option school will
result in significant increases in bus traffic
and pedestrian safety concerns in the area,
particularly for Dominion Hills and Madison
Manor neighborhoods. What
transportation analysis was used to arrive
at this proposal? McKinley recently
underwent a significant renovation that
was quite customized for the arts emphasis
of the school. It would require a retrofit to
accommodate another program,
particularly ATS, adding significant cost.

See points in response to Proposal 1.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

I think there is a lack of transparency in the Again, I think your numbers are not based
school moves. There are planning units that on good practices. I like that you keep
are within walking distance of Key (24100, walkable units to Key (24100, 24111,
24111, 24120) who have spoken repeatedly 24120) zoned for Key in this proposal.
about wanting to walk to Key who are
being moved to Long Branch. 24100 is not
walkable to Long Branch, but it was in the
probable walk zone expansion for Key in
the walk zone review in 2018. You are
moving people who currently walk (even
though they are given a bus to ASFS) and
literally begged for years to walk to a
neighborhood school at Key to an
unwalkable school. Residents from 24120
were told repeatedly that they would still
be able to walk to a neighborhood school at
Key if immersion moved are zoned for Long
Branch. You move over half of the Key walk
zone to ASFS, and then move parts north of
Lee Highway (who can not safely cross Lee
Hwy as highschool students) to Key. This
makes no sense. I didn't look at the whole
county, only around Key, but this does not
look it passes the sniff test.

The numbers you show have Key as a
neighborhood school extremely over
capacity, and also have ASFS extremely
under capacity. You again moved half of
the Key walk zone to ASFS. This does not
make sense. This does not pass the sniff
test.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

None.
This proposal fails to solve the capacity
problem because it does not include
boundary changes in addition to any school
moves. APS needs to conduct a holistic
approach that includes school moves and
boundary changes! Under this proposal,
Reed would open at capacity and be
overcapacity within a few years. Ashlawn
and Glebe will also remain at or
overcapacity. McKinley needs to stay open
as a neighborhood school because of the
high elementary student population and
expected growth in this area of the county.
You cannot put all the option schools in the
central part of the county because it causes
all the neighborhood schools in this area to
be overcrowded. McKinley has been
overcrowded for years! Reed was promised
to alleviate overcrowding at McKinley,
Ashlawn and Glebe. Reed was never
intended to replace McKinley! If Key moves
to ATS, then ATS should move to an under
utilized school in north Arlington like
Nottingham. Why are the schools in north
Arlington always untouched?

This proposal fails to solve capacity issues
because it is only moves schools and does
not include boundary changes. Moves and
boundary changes must be done together!
What is the cost associated with moving 5
schools? APS has not given any information
on cost. Is this cost effective if capital
improvement projects will create seats
where needed? Why not adjust boundaries
now and wait until a new school is built?
Why the rush to move Key? Like proposal 1,
this proposal fails to keep McKinley open as
a neighborhood school. McKinley is needed
as a neighborhood school because Reed,
Ashlawn and Glebe will ALL continue to be
overcrowded without it. An option school ‐
perhaps ATS or Campbell ‐‐ needs to be
moved into a school in north Arlington,
where there is little projected growth and
the schools are under utilized. APS's talking
point that more children will stay together
is short term benefit. What children need
are schools that are not overcrowded.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Do NOT consider school moves in isolation, Do Not Support
but rather has a holistic process in
coordination with boundary changes. These
two are closely and obviously linked,
particularly considering all of the factors
that need to be considered.

Strongly Support

You cannot move schools without boundary Neutral
changes. They must be done together to
get the best results. APS's claim that it is
too difficult to do them together is
meritless. We deserve a better solution
than these two proposals. People move to
Arlington for schools that are walkable and
not overcrowded. People who choose to go
to an option school, can choose not to go if
a bus ride is too long. As a resident in the
central part of the county, it seems like APS
wants to move all option schools to this
area so they are "centrally located" and
accessible to everyone. Yet, if you close
neighborhood schools to accomplish this
goal, the neighborhood schools in central
Arlington will continue to be overcrowded.
An option school should be moved to North
Arlington. There are empty seats in north
Arlington schools. These schools are under
utilized. To solve capacity problems you
must involve all schools in the county.

Strongly Do Not Support

Significantly slow the process. It is not
logical to proceed with such a disruptive
change while so many important factors
are still in flux, including the CIP,
Superintendent appointment, and updated
projection data. These inputs must be part
of the decision‐making process. Also, where
are the costs and how are they a factor in
all of this? As a taxpayer, I cannot support a
bifurcated process that has absolutely not
costs associated. There must be other
solutions, ones that are data‐driven,
transparent, holistic, and have the entire
county's future in mind.

Strongly Support

I think you should revisit expanding walk
zones ‐‐ around Key, there are multiple
units that have been asking to be in the key
walk zone that you are moving to long
branch. If you are truly trying to eliminate
buses, you need to take those people up on
their offer and let them walk to school.

Neutral

Delay the February vote. Wait until the CIP
is done and there is more accurate data on
future enrollment projections. Conduct a
holistic approach that includes school
moves (if necessary) and boundary
changes. These must be done together for
the best results. Consider moving an option
school to north Arlington. Why is north
Arlington ‐ where there is under utilization
of schools ‐‐ not involved in these
proposals? Why do the proposals focus so
much on the central part of the county,
where neighborhood schools are already
overcrowded and will continue to be under
these proposals?

The more you continue to prioritize walking
the more you are continuing to segregate
the schools. Do not prioritize walking, if it is
about saving money on buses, say that. And
if that is the reason, you are missing the
forest through the trees.

578

579

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

What is the problem you are actually trying
to solve? There is at least 4 different ones
represented here and you can’t expect to
solve them all at once. What is the
PRIMARY problem you are looking to solve?

579

580

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

This is obviously not a serious proposal. The See above.
School Board will never consider a new
map that is so geographically illogical and
disruptive to so many students and families
(not to mention unaffordable, given the
need for new buses and the regional
shortage of bus drivers). The only reason
this scenario is being presented is to justify
the two proposals below. While I generally
support moving option schools to better
locations, I don't think APS should waste
our time‐‐or insult our intelligence‐‐asking
for positive feedback on an obviously
terrible hypothetical scenario.

580

581

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

I don't see any numerical information
provided with the Representative
Boundaries Map in terms of student
enrollment, so it's difficult to specify
opportunities. For example, the map could
be supported by a table the lists the
number of expected to students and
student capacity for each school. This
would allow me, as a citizen and parent, to
assess how well this scenario succeeds in
balancing APS resources with APS students.
This survey provides me with no rational
means to specify "opportunities". I will say
that I prefer neighborhood school and thus
oppose moving or re‐categorizing schools.
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582

582

583

11/23/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children
11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
not yet in PreK

583

584

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

584

585

11/23/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
not yet in PreK

585

586

11/23/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent No reasonable opportunities.
or Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

This Scenario in and of itself provides no
challenges. The challenge resides with this
poorly constructed questionnaire. I am
provided with somewhat irrelevant
information such as the number of school
buses. Increasing the number of buses by
6% is not going to exceed the APS budget
and the implication by this questionnaire
that it will is rather deceptive. In addition
to the lack of meaningful information, no
narrative is provided for the topological
issues associated with Ashlawn, McKinley
and Carlin Springs. Also, I can see that this
plan fails to provide any more student
enrollment capacity. In other words, the
only true solution is to expand existing
schools or build additional schools.

Do Not Support
I am deeply troubled by these ranking
questions. You clearly have a point of view,
just say it and own it. This is worse. They
are poorly worded and left no room for
“none of the above”. It is artificial choices.

Do Not Support

The current Key building is in a central
location. The current ATS building will not
house all of Key. How does this solve the
problem? How would these scenarios look
different if you actually drew a proposal
which gave the schools with the largest
populations of kids of color the best
location and infrastructure?

What assumptions are you making about
who would move with the option schools?
If you are assuming all of Key would move,
and you are wrong, then you have not
solved you original problem of creating
more seats. You solved a different problem
which is the people in the Key
neighborhood don’t want to send their kids
to school with poor kids of color. And that
seems to be the actual problem this
scenario addresses.

Given the Campbell dependency on its
physical location due to exploratory
learning, moving it seems completely
unrealistic. It seems you are willing to
displace a desirable program for more seats
which makes no sense.

This would put basically all of the kids in
the county with free and reduced lunch
within 2 schools within 2 miles of each
other. How is this different from
segregated schools?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

‐Moving Key Immersion to a central
location would make it more attractive to
families in the NW corner of the county,
most of whom live too far away from either
Key or Claremont to give those schools
serious consideration. (My daughter got
into Claremont, but we chose to send her
to her neighborhood school in large part
because of the commute; we would have
enthusiastically sent her to an Immersion
School if located at the current ATS site.) ‐I
used to live in the Courthouse‐Rosslyn area
and know firsthand that not having a
neighborhood school over there is a real
problem‐‐especially after Immersion
stopped having "neighborhood
preference." This proposal will allow APS to
meet this need without having to spend
hundreds of millions of dollars on a new
facility. ‐Science Focus also will get a badly
needed attendance zone of its own, and I'm
sure nobody in the Ballston‐Clarendon
corridor is complaining about that!

‐One overlooked school in all of this‐‐
because it's not moving‐‐is Ashlawn.
According to Analysis of Students Moving, it
will lose a whopping 44% of current
students in this proposal, far more than
even McKinley. That is definitely not
consistent with "Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible." Even though Ashlawn isn't going
anywhere, its community is going to get
pulverized by this. ‐Key would be moving to
a location within Claremont's current
attendance zone. Presumably, the
Immersion boundaries will have to be
changed, and it would be very helpful to
know roughly what APS staff is thinking
about how what those new boundaries
would look like. ‐When the boundaries
change, presumably some current Key
students would find themselves in
Claremont's zone and vice versa. Would
they be required to move or be allowed to
stay? APS should address these questions
before School Board action.

‐The biggest advantage to this proposal is
giving the economically disadvantaged
Arlington Mill neighborhood (among
others) a walkable neighborhood school at
the Campbell campus. I'm not sure why the
Glencarlin neighborhood to the north is not
in Campbell's walk zone, but it should be.
Campbell is a lot more convenient to all
those families! ‐Carlin Springs ES is in a
terrible location; virtually nobody walks
there. If it's going to be "Bus Central," it
might as well be an option school. ‐Moving
Key to the Carlin Springs site, adjacent to
Kenmore, would allow APS to build an
Immersion K‐8 on that large space (per CIP)
or move Immersion MS program to
Kenmore (with its large Spanish‐speaking
population). ‐Campbell's moving to central
ATS site would possibly make that program
more attractive to North Arlington families.
In some past years, Campbell struggled to
reach capacity.

‐In theory, Key's move to Carlin Springs site
would bring it closer to Spanish‐speaking
Arlington Mill neighborhood; however,
those students are already pretty close to
Claremont, and they would still need to be
bused to Key. It's not actually certain that
the move would boost the Native Spanish
population of Key or be more efficient from
a transportation perspective. ‐Campbell
would lose its prime location next to
Glencarlin park, which is good, if not
essential, for its outdoor learning
curriculum, and get moved to Ballston,
which is not exactly an outdoorsman's
paradise. APS needs to address how it
would ensure that Campbell doesn't lose its
culture. It would also be moving into a
facility with larger capacity, raising a
question about whether this is an efficient
use of space.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

I spent my life savings to buy a home in
Arlington with the expectation that my two
children would walk to their neighborhood
elementary school. This Scenario gives me
the "opportunity" to know that money was
wasted. This Scenario gives me the
"opportunity" to experience the absolute
betrayal of the APS school board.

A challenge for my family is that after years
of walking my children to school, I will
probably need to drive my children to the
school. The broader challenge associated
with this scenario is that it fails to increase
APS student enrollment capacity. Scenario
1 indulges in massive disruption with
minimal short term gain. Assuming
population growth estimates prove
accurate, the only true solution is to
expand existing schools or build additional
schools. Yes, I'm sure that is difficult, but I
would hope the APS school board and
Arlington government in general don't give
up simply because things aren't easy.

I spent my life savings to buy a home in
Arlington with the expectation that my two
children would walk to their neighborhood
elementary school. This Scenario gives me
the "opportunity" to know that money was
wasted. This Scenario gives me the
"opportunity" to experience the absolute
betrayal of the APS school board. This
scenario gives me the "opportunity" to be
blindsided by an opaque boundary process.
This scenario gives me the "opportunity" to
wonder why central Arlington is asked to
bear the majority of the student disruption.

A challenge for my family is that after years
of walking my children to school, I will
probably need to drive my children to the
school. The broader challenge associated
with this scenario is that it fails to increase
APS student enrollment capacity. Scenario
1 indulges in massive disruption with
minimal short term gain. Assuming
population growth estimates prove
accurate, the only true solution is to
expand existing schools or build additional
schools. Yes, I'm sure that is difficult, but I
would hope the APS school board and
Arlington government in general don't give
up simply because things aren't easy.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

Strongly Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support
Disturbing high performing schools that
have created a successful culture of
learning that could be lost should be taken
into account. I hope the full picture
(possible school moves and boundary
changes) are considered to gether so the
full picture is known to decision‐makers
and stakeholders.

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Neutral

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Neutral

Support

We moved to South Arlington Foresr in part
because we were excited to have our kids
attend Barcroft, particularly because we
could walk to school and enjoy the
extended year program.

It’s not clear that this is the best way to
draw these boundaries. Shouldn’t you start
where you need more capacity (southern
quarters of the county) and see where
those lines would take you?

Way too many students moving and seems Moving choice schools. Fewer students
like a waste of money.
move.

It is still unclear to me where the 60% of
current McKinley kids who are not in the
Reed walk zone would go. Can more
information be shared about how different
factors were prioritized? Or if this is based
on current information or projections of 2‐
3 years from know when these changes are
taking place. It difficult to be in favor of an
option when the whole picture is not
known. From the data I have read, it also
appears that the growth factor of ATS is not
clear as many of the current student body
live in proximity to the current site. Is the
county confident in its projection for how
many ATS students would move locations
as proposed?

The cost of moving classrooms.

It is still unclear to me where the 60% of
current McKinley kids who are not in the
Reed walk zone would go. Can more
information be shared about how different
factors were prioritized? Or if this is based
on current information or projections of 2‐
3 years from know when these changes are
taking place. It difficult to be in favor of an
option when the whole picture is not
known. From the data I have read, it also
appears that the growth factor of ATS is not
clear as many of the current student body
live in proximity to the current site. Is the
county confident in its projection for how
many ATS students would move locations
as proposed?

What would the FARMs rate be at
Campbell?

These questions are poorly worded and
reflect a deep bias. You are so concerned
with preserving the good schools and good
housing values that you completely miss
that a reputation for segregated schools is
bad for ARLINGTON. Location is just one
component of making the schools more
equitable. Instead of this shuffling, what
about asking a question like, what would it
look like to make Hoffman Boston the best
elementary school in ARL with the highest
test scores, engaged parents and best
infrastructure? That is where you should be
focusing your attention. Ask yourself why
you are not.

Yes, if HQ2 brings in people and requires
more seats in school, then they should pay
for a new school. The citizens of Arlington
shouldn't pay for educational infrastructure
for one of the worlds richest companies.

The timeline for this decision is very fast
and there seems to be a lot of unknowns
including whether the two proposed
solutions would even achieve the goals.
Hope decision‐ makers will give themselves
more time to consider such significant
changes only when they have a full pcture
and considered all possible options (why do
both options close McKInley??)

It is an opportunity for non‐spanish
speaking, wealthy families to have a
neighborhood school, since it involves
moving spanish speaking kids out of their
neighborhood.

Moving Key Elementary School from its
current metro accessible location to
Arlington Traditional (a non‐metro rail
accessible location) is a HUGE mistake. It
forces key school families to make longer
trips for drop off/pick up and once again
providing greater privileges for non‐spanish
speaking, wealthy families to assume
control over this school.

This is the worst plan. And it is
discriminatory against immersion school
families and in favor of non‐spanish
speaking, wealth families.

586

587

11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

I am fine with this change and happy that
more kids will be eligible for school bus
service. And that no option schools will
move under this scenario.

Walkability is a good thing and I would like
to see more students walk to school. But
not at the expense of moving option
schools.

587

588

11/24/2019 Other (Please specify) : Parent of a rising
Kindergartener currently enrolled at a
private PreK

I appreciate that this map somewhat blurs
the line between North and South
Arlington. Bringing students who are
currently in the Carlin Springs/Campbell
area up to McKinley and Ashlawn would
positively affect diversity in the school and
provide opportunity to those who live on
the south side of the county.

While I absolutely see the value in
potentially improving diversity in the
Northern part of the county, it appears that
APS arrived at this scenario by starting at
the top of the map with nice clean
boundaries, and then working their way
down and having to throw together illogical
groupings to make the numbers work as
you made your way south. Have other
maps been drawn using a different starting
point? Was this truly the best way to draw
these new boundaries? This doesn’t
represent a good baseline case to compare
against, and seems like a slightly biased
way to present and encourage your
constituents to buy in to the two school
moves proposals.

588

589

11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or Option schools unaffected ‐ good for them,
High School Student in APS
bad for everyone else.... so the 'normal'
students get to bear the burden. To be
honest I dont see what the 'goods' are in
this redistrict. Certainly options 1 and 2 will
require this as a product of the moves.

589

590

11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Keeping school boundaries within walkable Distance. Boundaries should make more
distance is more cost effective. It doesn’t
sense and not be so extended and split.
make sense to me to move from a walkable
school to further away.

590

591

11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

I don’t see opportunities here.

Overall I like it.
I support walkable schools. This scenario
doesn’t facilitate that. Plus, McKinkey
boundaries don’t truly encompass the
neighborhood. They pull families from over
a mile away. I have a child that goes there
currently, and it is inconvient for us. We
would much prefer to be at a walkable
Reed. Thanks for thinking outside the box.

I like this plan better. APS righty points out
Take care that the centrally located Reed
isn’t overcrowded, while open seats remain that the immersion program would be in an
area with more Spanish speakers, and that
at Discovery, Tuckahoe, Nottingham. I’m
okay with ATS at McK and love the idea of makes sense to me.
expanding that program, but don’t want
schools in the middle of the county
overloaded.

591

592

11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

As a statistician myself, this survey is
embarrassing and is soliciting the results
you want. APS should have been less
biased, or used an outside party when they
created this survey. Thus, I will not answer
these questions and speak from my heart.
The only stakeholders who have
"opportunities" in this scenario are APS and
parents whose children currently go to
ASFS. Considering that their building was
up for grabs just two years ago, I'm
surprised that they are salivating to grab
Key's building. You are creating a
precedent, and ASFS and all schools should
be concerned the next time you "need
space" and take away facilities without any
transparency or real input from the
affected public. Yes you do need another
school in the Rosslyn‐Ballston corridor,
upending communities and creating ill will
through truly fuzzy math and patronizing
the public with "we know best" is not the
way to do it. A comprehensive plan that
takes into account boundary changes is
needed. Wait please.

What you see as "buildings" we see as
living communities. Our parents, ourselves
and now our children go to these schools.
In one swell swoop, APS is taking away
traditions, funding (from local organizations
that fund these PTAs; the PTAs will likely
have to rebuild in their new location), and
in many cases children themselves, who for
the three option schools affected below,
cannot or will not be able to follow their
program. People actually move into the
neighborhoods where their option schools
are, or go into the lottery hoping to get in.
Now you want their children to move
without much redress.

Do you even have the funding to move
supplies, equipment, not to mention hire
additional staff (not everyone will follow
you due to a variety of reasons) when you
change five facilities? How will you save the
immersion program when parents make
the hard decision to transfer their children
to their overcrowded neighborhood school
due to distance and/or childcare concerns?
(As you know, you can only accept new
students at K and 1st. What will it mean for
immersion at Gunston and Wakefield?)
Why would you even put both immersion
programs within a stone's throw of one
another? Is Immersion only for South
Arlington? My child and I aren't even
affected by these moves, but I know that if
any of these scenarios go through, our
school may be next. I think people are
concerned because there was zero
transparency and buy‐in into this process;
you just sprung it on the public one day and
just expected everyone to be okay with it.

*What logical process was used to
formulate this proposal? Especially
considering APS’s option schools sites
report ranked McKinley suitable in only 1/4
factors? The 1 qualifying factor for McK was
the ability to handle buses, yet the site is
not large enough to handle the 13+ ATS
buses, double the current bus traffic. *APS
plans to do the school move proposal
separate from the boundary redefinition
process. The case for change has been
based on factors (capital efficiency,
walkability, seat locations) that are
significantly affected by school boundaries.
How the boundaries are drawn affects
every one of the alleged benefits of this
proposal. These two processes are
inextricably linked and should be
performed in tandem. *Reed will open at
capacity in 2021, and will be well over
within a year or two. This can't be solved
with simple boundary changes, as all of the
adjacent neighborhood schools will also be
full. McKinley must remain a neighborhood
school to resolve area overcrowding

Increased ATS enrollment ‐ Great!
1. Many people will challenge the
Immersion in central location is also good.
redistricting based on new boundaries ‐
what is the reasoning behind this? The
customer here is the student, but the
average parent moves to ARL Cty b/c of
Good Schools ratings for their kids ‐ they
pay the premium knowing what they are
getting. When you redistrict, you take away
what that parent has invested in without
their voice. (other than this process ‐ which
does not appear to be the board's favorite.
2. You are reducing walk‐ability for
students. For a county which concentrates
on energy saving and reducing congestion,
what will be the impact on streets? Extra
pollution? Commute time for the kids/
[WHAT IS THE BASELINE or CURRENT WALK
PERCENTAGE? ]

Least impact on numbers of kids and
walkers ‐ I like this one the best. However
what is the overall cost impact on annual
operations? Cost for the move itself?
(Compared to option 1? ) If you are going
to break the omelette, make a good
one...i.e. reshuffling at this time is a
strategic opportunity. However this does
not clarify future requirements in the
southern parts of ARL CTY.

Cost effectiveness and lack of convenance This makes a bit more sense than the
My kids would not be affected by this
for families that walk who will then need to previous option.
change. My outsider view is still the cost
effectiveness of changing from a walkable bus.
school to bus. However, if this is from the
moving of the school buildings, then it
makes more sense if it allows for more kids
to be accepted to ATS from the waitlist.

Speaking from a statistician level again, the
numbers that APS presents is very skewed,
because it does not take into account the
children who are in option schools. In the
end, you are not creating any new seats in
any scenario, just shuffling kids around to
make yourselves feel better. If you truly
cared about growing the APS elementary
program due to overcrowding, you would
actually have hard conversations with the
county about how to procure land to build
new schools; and design plans to "build up"
the schools and grounds we already have.
Yes, some schools up north are under
capacity, but that won't last long due to
growth.

Have you considered that walkability as a
priority promotes segregation within the
schools? North Arlington will continue to
be white, and South Arlington will be
overcrowded and brown. Is this what our
school board wants to promote? A "poverty
island" of sorts? Arlington Traditional and
Key Elementary are one of the most diverse
communities in APS's system, and putting
ATS in McKinley will likely see a decrease in
their low income population, who will not
be able to balance extended childcare or
real distance concerns; while putting Key at
Carlin Springs will see attrition from those
living in North Arlington (the (mostly white)
English speaking population.) There is real
value leaving the schools within the N/S
Arlington divide.

This option is discriminatory and slightly
racists. Spanish immersion should NOT be
located in a community of spanish
speakers. That is not the design of the
immersion program. It is a program of
inclusion, not exclusion. This program
should remain in its current location and let
those non‐spanish speaking families
commute longer distances.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Whether or not your policy is
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined discriminatory.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

*What logical process was used to
formulate this proposal? Especially
considering APS’s option schools sites
report ranked McKinley suitable in only 1/4
factors? The 1 qualifying factor for McK was
the ability to handle buses, yet the site is
not large enough to handle the 13+ ATS
buses, double the current bus traffic. *APS
plans to do the school move proposal
separate from the boundary redefinition
process. The case for change has been
based on factors (capital efficiency,
walkability, seat locations) that are
significantly affected by school boundaries.
How the boundaries are drawn affects
every one of the alleged benefits of this
proposal. These two processes are
inextricably linked and should be
performed in tandem. *Reed will open at
capacity in 2021, and will be well over
within a year or two. This can't be solved
with simple boundary changes, as all of the
adjacent neighborhood schools will also be
full. McKinley must remain a neighborhood
school to resolve area overcrowding

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support
*In this proposal, APS assumes 100% of
Option School students will transfer to the
new school location. That is a bold
assumption given the major geographic
changes proposed. The assumption is also
made that every individual who is on a
waitlist is there because they are
passionate about the curriculum and eager
to be in that specific school. However, in
speaking with other parents, I have
received the feedback that many put their
children on option school waitlists because
the schools are actually closer to their
homes than their assigned neighborhood
school, or because they are unhappy with
their assigned neighborhood school and
looking for an alternate option. Has there
been any direct polling of the affected
communities to see how many would
actually move with their option school?
*The school moves and boundary change
process need to be performed in tandem.
They are inextricably linked, and thinking of
them as two unique projects will not yield
the actual optimal solution.

Strongly Do Not Support

SLOW DOWN. The short timeline of this
proposal process is alarming. In the coming
months, APS will have access to more
crucial information (AFSAP annual
projections, CIP, Census) which will better
guide the planning process. Further, a
change of this magnitude should not be
voted on until a permanent superintendent
is hired and able to provide oversight and
guidance. LOOK AT OTHER SCENARIOS.
There can’t only be 2 choices; there must
be other ways to achieve our goals in a way
that will meet the needs of APS and its
students. Please take the time to truly
consider alternative ideas as they are
presented by your constituents, and, if
necessary, engage an outside consulting
firm to ensure you are truly optimizing the
APS experience for all students, parents,
and staff. CALCULATE THE COST. In all of
my research about this process, I found no
mention of the cost for applying any of
these scenarios. How can you decide
between options when the cost of each
choice hasn't been calculated?

Capital efforts after the move ‐ where will
they be ‐ when will they be needed. You
could put this for each choice...Option one
will delay school construction by XXX
years/months vs. option two, or vice versa.
WHAT IS THE COST? HOW DOES IT
COMPARE WITH 1?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral
Traffic ‐ accommodation of additional or
increased busing. Increased road traffic due
to POVs as well (as in cross county moves).
Ensuring school quality and staffing are
high as well.

Support

ARL CTY has a brand to support ‐ based on
location, services, ranking for livability and
close range to the National Capital Area ‐
people move there on purpose for their
kids and to be close in ‐‐‐ this is a premium.
Certainly no kids should be left behind,
because all deserve schooling, but crossing
the county with busses is not the choice the
county should make or invest upon. Think
about reuse of current spaces ‐ old
commercial, office in high gap areas as a
stop gap while permanent solutions can be
found. As Amazon comes into the forefront
in the county, its contribution to STEM and
education efforts should be leveraged to
provide additional access to education
throughout the county, based on how their
presence will enrich the area and the ARL
CTY tax base.

Lack of convenance for families affected.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

How it affects transportation.
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

No

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Some parents want kids kept together at all Strongly Support
costs. Others want entire neighborhoods
kept together. These are families far from
the school, often bussed. I don’t want my
kids in crowded schools. Ultimately kids will
need to move to address that tension. It’s
not okay to move schools only to allow
unfilled seats in one area, and
overcrowding in another. Potentially this is
happening at Swanson‐ and it’s not okay.
Please be mindful of this during the current
process.

Strongly Support

Thanks for thinking creatively on this. We
go to McKinley currently and I’m
supportive of both APS proposals.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Do Not Support
A real plan with real data rather than
projections based on faulty/incorrect data.
If APS cannot collect data themselves,
perhaps an outside agency should be of use
to make more sound decisions.

Strongly Do Not Support

I said everything on page 1. Thank you for
your consideration.

I recommend you should table this process
with prejudice. Don't move any school at
this time. Once you redraw the boundaries
next year, you will have a better idea of
where capacity is needed. You may not be
able to put up bonds to a vote now or in
the near future, but with a real plan that
takes boundary changes in effect, you
would have something more concrete to
take to the county for building in the
future. Work with the
parents/teachers/stakeholders instead of in
spite of them. Have a real plan instead of
one that won't even solve your problem. In
the interim, if you want a real solution, why
don't you make preferential admission to
ALL option schools to those who live within
a 0.9 mile radius/ redraw boundaries taking
these option schools in mind? Have a
lottery for other neighborhoods like HBW?
ATS and Key stakeholders may not be
pleased; and there may be equity issues
that you will need to think through, but at
least it will address your issues of
walkability and access

Do Not Support

Support

Do Not Support

Neutral

Support

I dont see the advantage of moving Key to
an area with higher Spanish speaking
population. I thought the idea behind this
option school is to have more non‐Spanish
speakers have an opportunity to learn a
second language at a high functioning level.
What is the benefit of placing already
Spanish speakers in a primarily English
speaking country into thei comfort
language school. Would it not be
counterproductive for the children who
need to learn English to be sent to
primarily Spanish speaking school?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

From my perspective, I don't see how these
Representative Boundaries address
poverty, overcrowding, and under
performing schools. Moving kids around
may help the county's bottom line but
doesn't address issues and concerns facing
APS students. Arlington is a sanctuary city
and as a result families and students with
tremendous needs will be require a lot of
support and resources. I fear that the
growing academic and economic
discrepancies among students will only
grow larger.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Why do we need option schools anyway?
Strongly Do Not Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined What's the benefit to the community? I feel
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) this creates elitism. Just make all schools
community schools.
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

I think all schools should be community
schools. Communities can then vote to
house certain programs like G&T or Spanish
Immersion in their schools

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Does the name and the faculty also move? I Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined believe if "yes" this would alleviate some of
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) the concerns from parents whose kids are
impacted by the move.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Thank you for doing this!

In addition to what I mentioned above with
the other proposal, this makes the traffic
situation even worse with even more
students and buses going to ATS at the
current McKinley building. Both of these
proposals fail to address the overcapacity in
this area and fail to deal with undercapacity
issues at Tuckahoe, Nottingham, Discovery,
and Jamestown. It also concentrates the
“solution” to this problem to a small
number of schools when this is a
countywide problem. Finally, these moves
proposals also demonstrate that APS
misrepresented to the community their
intentions. They misrepresented when they
redid McKinley that it was going to remain
a neighborhood school. They
misrepresented during the process of
designing Reed (and I was on the BLPC) that
this new school would help with
overcrowding in the area. They
misrepresented to the federal government
when the got the grant to make the area
safer for walkers when they are taking
away the walkability of McKinley.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

APS needs to have a better process for all Strongly Support
of this and also wait for the 2020 Census to
better understand the real growth in areas.
This is a rushed process and they are not
considering the growth in these areas.
Around McKinley, the population and
growing and changing to more and more
families with young kids. We need a
neighborhood school, not an option school.
Additionally, has APS considered
eliminating option schools altogether and
making all schools neighborhood schools.
Community and neighborhood schools are
so important to parents in Arlington and
the overall community of the county.
Additionally, APS needs to look at
undercapacity schools instead of just
pushing overcapacity schools to other sites.
This whole process concentrates drastic
changes to a few locations instead of
distributing this throughout the system.
APS seems not to be considering costs of all
of these changes: new buses or redoing
recently renovated schools to
accommodate different education models.

Strongly Support

APS needs to wait for the 2020 Census
results to better understand growth in all
areas. APS also needs to stop letting N.
Arlington schools like Tuckahoe, Discovery,
Nottingham and Jamestown skate by with
no changes and remaining undercapacity.
APS also needs to stop mispresenting and
changing data. A few years ago, they did an
analysis of where option schools could be
relocated to and McKinley wasn’t even on
the list and now making McKinley an option
school is on 2 of the 3 alternatives. We
were told Reed would help with
overcrowding and all of the local
neighborhoods were supportive and now
APS is changing its tune and just pushing
the overcrowding to a new building.
McKinley families went through years of
overcrowding, then years of construction
and now we are overcrowded again, were
told that Reed was being building to
address that overcrowding, and APS is just
shifting the same problems to a new
building. It’s disappointing and troubling.
We love our neighborhood school!

11/24/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children ,Other (Please specify) :
former APS high school teacher whose
children attended APS option schools, Drew
and H‐B Woodlawn, where I later taught
science

More teachers will need to change schools.
Move Expeditionary Learning to a more
Campbell EL may have less desirable
central location in Arlington. Make two
more neighborhood schools. Move second facilities.
Immersion program into area with high
number of Spanish speakers, encouraging
learning English, which is very important
for becoming a productive citizen. Fewer
buses needed for this move; fewer students
will be affected. Choice schools can be
located anywhere in the County and
students will come, because their parents
will desire the choice. Friends will be made
regardless of the school location or the
school boundary changes.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Support
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11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS

Reed neighborhood would get what APS
promised....walkable neighborhood school
with fewer buses because the
neighborhood can’t handle the buses.
Choice schools emerged when capacity was
down across Arlington and they should be
dissolved and all schools should be used as
neighborhood schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

APS was designed and should take pride in Strongly Support
walkable neighborhoods to decrease traffic
and consumption.....get rid of choice
schools and make all schools neighborhood
schools and then look at how to decrease
over crowding and decrease costs of APS so
those funds can be used in resources.

Neutral

Get rid of choice schools due to capacity
which would free up some schools seats
and if not then move choice schools to
schools that are under capacity while
allowing neighborhoods to attend the
choice schools.

599

11/24/2019 I am an APS Staff Member

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support
The age of the building/need for repairs.
The number of relocatable classrooms that
are going to be used to increase a schools
capacity (the ability to add 10 relocatable
classroom does not actually mean the
school can support that many extra
students). Things like the cafeteria space,
playground space ect. also need to be
thought about. Look at the actual capacity
of the building. Making the option school
enrollment process open to all students
regardless of parent ability to be involved
(All schools have ____ number of seats set
aside for students from their school ect).

Support

Make sure school building have been
appropriately renovated before suggesting
moving schools. Make sure schools have
enough space without needing a legion of
relocatable classrooms to accommodate
the students moving to the school. Make
sure students attending each neighborhood
school have an equal opportunity to move
to option schools.

Neighborhoods that are in direct proximity I think this is not a bad option
and walking distance to their current school
should not be rezoned into pieces. For
example, all of Arlington Forest kids should
be able to attend Barrett. Redistricting half
or third of one neighborhood into 3
different schools is highly disruptive to
health of the communities that people
have built. Its disruptive to current body of
students to be ripped away to different
schools as well as putting a lot of stress on
family logistics.

592

593

11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

I understand the need but do not see this
as a viable scenario.

Adding buses will create more traffic in the
area not to mention gas emmissions,
additional stress in the environment and on
families many of which have purchased
their very unaffordable hones just so their
kids can walk to school of their choice.

593

594

11/24/2019 I am an APS Staff Member

I see none.

From my perspective, I don't see how these
Representative Boundaries address
poverty, overcrowding, and under
performing schools. Moving kids around
may help the county's bottom line but
doesn't address issues and concerns facing
APS students. Arlington is a sanctuary city
and as a result families and students with
tremendous needs will be require a lot of
support and resources. I fear that the
growing academic and economic
discrepancies among students will only
grow larger.

The only opportunity I can see is that the
county's bottom line will benefit from this
outlandish plan. Why wasn't the county
better able to predict rapid growth in areas
with apartments, condos, & townhouses?
Why not just make all schools
neighborhood schools?

594
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11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

This seems more impactful and costly then Less kids needing to change schools. Ones I know those that currently walk to
the other 2 proposals
that do change schools are "kept together" McKinley will not like having to cross both
(Mckinley)
66 and Wash Blvd to get to new Reed
school

lower bus costs, more walking which I
Same as Proposal 1 re: McKinley walkers
support. Keep most existing kids "together" .Yes they can walk to new Reed school but
as they move to different building.
it will be a longer and less pleasant walk.

595
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11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) Representative boundaries maintain
not yet in PreK
neighborhood schools, which is important
to the fabric of the communities of
Arlington. It also maintains walkability in
many areas. It also distributes the
changes/“pain” throughout the county
instead of focusing these changes/“pain” at
a few schools and neighborhoods.

None
The boundaries in this proposed plan do
seem somewhat exaggerated and could be
reconfigured so that the boundaries of
McKinley and Reed are not a long. There
are undercapacity schools like Tuckahoe,
Nottingham, Discovery and Jamestown that
are as impacted as other schools.

596

597

597

598

Schools get to stay in the same place.

Moves many students. School boundaries
don't make a lot of sense.

Boundaries make more sense. More spots
are opening in choice schools. Some choice
schools become more centralized.

This plan fails to remedy the overcapacity None
issues at Ashlawn, McKinley and Glebe. The
whole purpose of building Reed was to
relieve overcapacity at Ashlawn and
McKinley and all this proposal does is move
the capacity issues that those schools to a
new school. Additionally, I live on the
corner of 10th and McKinley and the traffic
situation is already bad and dangerous and
this proposal adds 10 more buses and
hundreds of cars to an already busy and
dangerous area. There have been
numerous accident at our corner and APS is
in the midst of a traffic calming project on
the road to assist with the walkability of
McKinley and now you are going to take
away all of the walkability of McKinley.
Additionally, the entire neighborhood went
through a renovation at McKinley in 2017
to make it a better neighborhood school
and now you are taking that away and
going to have to do more construction to
change McKinley for the different model of
education that ATS runs. It’s a major waste
of money.

Moves an immersion program closer to a
majority Spanish speaking community. (This
is only a benefit if a higher percentage of
Carlin Springs students are enrolled in the
immersion program then there are
currently.

Moving Carlin Springs students to Campbell
means you are moving some of the most
economically disadvantaged students to a
school that has less space and is in need of
renovations. Also it assumes that walking to
school is preferred, however many families
at Carlin Springs rely on public
transportation. This means that they would
not have the option to drive their children
to school during inclement weather and
may instead choose to keep their children
at home.

599

600

11/24/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

600

601

11/24/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

My neighborhood would become a
walkable school community rather than a
busing community as it is now

My kids could walk to school ‐ Reed

Walkable school for Reed

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

